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12 LAST BRONX
Can it be true? Has a game arrived to finally dethrone Virtua

Fighter 2 as the greatest 32-bit fighting game title in exis-

tence? Last Bronx combines mega AM3 gameplay with

super hi-res graphics! You MUST see this monster in action!

It's another killer Saturn exclusive!

kftal BIG IN JAPAN I

58 GYBERBOTS
Another import title is championed for

European release by us hearty SSM writers!

Cyberbots didn't get much of an arcade

release over here, but it truly is a most enter-

taining fighting game.
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TOP SKATER
Model 3 hardware might be the future, but

Model 2 still continues to provide some awe-

some arcade thrills. Case in point: the new Top

Skater arcade game.

Remember our promise last issue to see the full extent of

Lobotomy's AMAZING Quake work? SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE

delivers in incredible style with this four-page feature packed to

the brim with screenshots that you just won't believe.

MAP images and Sega staff and their families

re prohibited from entering any Sega Saturn

.agailne competition. The editor's decision is
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22 METAL SLUG
Coming Soon? If only! Taking Japan by storm is SNK's graphicai-

ly superb 2D side-scrolling blasting game. It's a brilliant game

harkening back to the 16-bit days of gaming yore and is an

instant hit with the Saturn Mag posse. Find out why right here.

26 ACTUA SOCCER CLUB EDITION
Currently, Worldwide Soccer rules the roost when it comes

to Saturn football games. Now along comes Gremlin with a

revamp of Euro '96. A potential championship contender?

We examine near-final Saturn code?
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42 PANDEMONIUM
Remember that 3D platform game we were

raving about in the last issue? Well, this is the

part where we show you how utterly cool the

game really is! Check out our coverage of

Pandemonium and prepare to be impressed!

MEGHWARRIOR
It's a sad fact that

ports from the PC are

usually absysmal

(Doom) or just about okay

(Hexen although the

game itself is still cool).

For MechWarrior, Activision

completely redesigned the

game and the graphics for

the Saturn - and guess

what? It's pretty excellent.

As you shall discover...

53 SHINING IN THE HOLY ARK
When a new "Shining" game comes along you

know you're in for a brilliant adventure experi-

ence. Well, Shining the Holy Ark is better than

you'll ever believe - the king of RPGs no less!
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he Tokyo Game Show \

recent years and Sega

ty games. Last Bronx, Grai

showed the world that wl

beat Sega. And there's

The Tokyo Game Show was hailed as one of the most important videoga

recent years and Sega emerged triumphant with the hottest quali

Touring Car and Panzer RPG

hen it comes to great games, you can't

are to come: Sega stole the show

without even showing anything of Virtua Fighter 3 or

Project Sonic - the two games that EVERYONE wants to

see, regardless of which machine they actually own.

Hopefully all will be revealed at this year's E3 show in

Atlanta - yet another huge event that Sega are bound

to dominate. Have Sony truly won? From the sheer - -

quality that Sega have revealed so far, it's dear that

the game is far from over.

Richard Leadbetter,

Editor.

+* v^

3D GRAPHICSTO DIE FOR...

SONIC'S BACK!!!
A NEW AGE OF SATURN EXCELLENCE BECKONS

JELB^

We've seen it In action and believe us when we say these

The Tokyo Game Show Spring '97 was held at the "Tokyo Big Site" from

Friday April 4th to Sunday April 6th. Our man tn Japan, Warren Harrod,

was there to bring SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE readers the very latest gam-

ing news and gossip.

As possibly the largest computer game show in the world there were over

100 companies exhibiting a total of 500 titles which were almost all playable on

the 1200 consoles available for those lucky enough to get in. Over 120,000

gamers managed to make it despite the pouring rain and the truly mile-long

queues. For Satum owners the show promised to be full of surprises and Sega

certainly didn't disappoint Throughout the day, some of Japan's greatest game

designers/ programmers were live on stage at the Sega booth to talk about their

latest projects and what a line-up they had! Without a doubt some of the most

impressive games coming out this year will be on the Saturn and just like Sega's

stage theme said: "This is cool!" These were the main game announcements:

PROJECT SONIC
The biggest news of the show! Despite gossip that Project Sonic was the name of

Sonic Team's next game it is in fact something much bigger. Project Sonic is a

major project throughout the whole of Sega and will involve much more than

simply just another new game. Mr
Yuji Naka was at the show to explain

a little about this new project.

Phase 1 of Project Sonic is Sonic

Jam, a compilation of several old Sonic

games that have been combined with

a new 3D Sonic World. The games

included are Sonic the Hedgehog,

Sonic the Hedgehog 2, Sonic the

Hedgehog 3 and Sonic and Knuckles.

However, these classic Megadrive title

aren't simple ports as there have been

several improvements. For example,

you can now do a Time Attack on

every stage, a Spin Dash can be done

even on Sonic 1, there's a special mode

where you can just play the special

stages and the "Lock-On System"

(which used the extra cart) has been

included as well

As if this news wasn't exciting

06 SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE



enough, the addition of the 3D Sonic World impressed all who saw it. Although

not strictly a game in itself, this section of Sonic Jam is essentially a 3D polygon

world where you can move Sonic around a large valley with bridges, trees, a

river and a variety of other features. There's no pop-up or glitching and even

though Sonic seems to have taken a leaf out of Mario 64s book, the sheer

smoothness and potential of this section will astound all Saturn owners. In this

world you can activate a kind of "Digital Manual" (a similar feature was used in

the PlayStation Namco Museum series) which gives you information about vari-

ous aspects of the Sonic world From the entire Sonic CD FMV intro to sounds

and artwork this additional section looks set to be the ultimate Sonic archive.

Sonic Jam was about 88% complete at the show.

The main reason for Sonic Jam being developed is to introduce Sonic to the

many new gamers who have never really known this character. By releasing this

compilation Sega hope to build up interest in Sonic before they reveal Phase 2

towards the end of the year.

ir utilise the latter game's lock-on modes! of the original Megadrive games!

SEGA TOURING GAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
This was not playable at the show fit's only 5% done) although it should be ready

for the E3 show in America in June. Although it isn't known at this time just who
is undertaking the Saturn conversion, we do know that the assistant producer in

charge of the project is from AM Annex so you can be sure it's going to be great!

A small amount of video footage showed the Saturn version of Touring Car

in action and only a small drop in frame rate and resolution made this look any

different from the arcade version! No CPU cars had been included at this point,

but as we said... it's only 5% done. Touring Car is confirmed as one of Sega's big

guns for E3 so look out for our report coming soon!

LAST BRONX
Continuing Sega's domination of the Tokyo Game Show, the company showed the

first work on their conversion of the eagerly awaited Last Bronx. This game man-

ages to capture the imagination of newcomers with its stylish visuals as well as sat-

isfy the gamers with its depth of play. Regardless, the Saturn version looked

absolutely spectacular, combining the hi-res visuals of Virtua Fighter 2 with the

walls of Fighting Vipers... a major achievement for the Saturn. AM3 also announced

that all of the backgrounds would be 3D as well - something that neither the Satum

or PlayStation has achieved before.

Last Bronx is going to be a major release... and you can get the inside track on this

hot game by turning to page 14 right NOW!

Expect a major Bronx announcement soon!

ENTER... THE GAME DESIGNER NETWORK
GD-Net is a Japanese association of the hottest Saturn coding teams, headed up by

Treasure and Game Arts, responsible for the likes of Guardian Heroes and Gun

Griffon respectively. Their new games look even hotter as you shall see...

GRANDIA
This is the game that EVERYONE is talking about the role-playing game destined to

out-Final Fantasy Final Fantasy VIII The game was on display in video form only at

the Game Show, but looked absolutely sensational. What Grandia was doing with

real-time 3D eclipsed the FMV sections of Final Fantasy!

As readers of SSM should know, Grandia brings together George Lucas's

Skywalker sound with Game Arts' very greatest 3D technicians. Add a host of

games designers and you have what should be the best adventure game ever. We're

talking super-smooth (around 30 frames per second) textured visuals, along with

every 3D effect ever seen - brilliant lighting, transparencies, the works!

Game Arts are releasing a demo of the game some time soon in Japan in a

similar to ploy to Square with Final Fantasy VII. so we should get a look at this in

action really soon. Graiidia's visuals are the best seen in any RPG ever. FACT!

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 07
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GUN GRIFFON RETURNS!
The under-rated Gun Griffon returns to the Saturn in what promises to be a

spectacular videogame. Take the original, add in jofps visuals with gouraud

shading and light-sourcing, mix in four different mechs to control along with

link-up cable action and you should have some idea of how cool this game will

be! We've got high hopes for this one„

SILHOUETTE MIRAGE
This is a name that should gladden the hearts of the Saturn's staunchest fans.

This game is only the follow-up to Guardian Heroes - a sprite based action festi-

val from Treasure -the masters of the 2D game! Silhouette Mirage is basically an

even more lunatic rendition of their already classic Gunstar Heroes and looks

like being one of the most spectacular blasting games ever!

CAPCOM UNLEASH THE HEAVYWEIGHTS
MARVELSUPER HEROES

Capcom 's booth was the second best booth at the show. Designed around the

theme of Rockman (or Megaman as he's known in the West), Capcom paid

tribute to their star character's 10th Anniversary.

Rockman first debuted way back on Decembei 17th

1987 on the Famicom. Since then he's spawned
several series on myriad systems. Capcom are

making sure he's keeping busy...

ROCKMAN X4
With possibly the greatest graphics you'

seen, this has to be the best version yet of any

Rockman game. With two characters to control

along with some absolutely gorgeous graphics.

Rockman X4 finally brings the character into the

32-bit generation!

We've had to wait a long time but it's finally here. Although still at an early

stage, Saturn owners were finally able to play a semi-complete version of

one of the most highly anticipated arcade conversions of all time.

There's good news and bad news. The good tidings are that the game
plays identically to the arcade - even though the game was only 50%

complete, it managed to replicate even the most sublime air combo! The bad

news is that a fair amount of the coin-op's animation was missing. Back to the

i: for starters, it's better than the PlayStation version with bigger char-

acters and more animation, and it's also compatible with the RAM cart used to

power Metal Slug, Cyberbots and King of Fighters '96 - meaning that most

of the lost animation is reclaimed if you have the technology! This game's

looking very hot and we hope to have a full feature next month.

SUPER ADVENTURE ROCKMAN
A combination of high quality animation and gripping adventure game action.

The game features three stories containing a total of 90 minutes of original

anime. Depending on your choices at certain points in the story there are diffe;

ent events and plots Over 20 boss characters make an appearance.

RESIDENT EVIL UPDATE
A 50% complete version was on display and it was looking pretty hot indeed.

Saturn owners shouldn't have anything to complain about when this horrorfest

arrives at home. The frame rate's there, the gameplay's there... although the pro-

posed enhancements Capcom are putting in are not... yet! More
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DYNAMITE BASEBALL ANNOUNCED
Sega Amusements recently held a press launch in Japan to celebrate the arrival of

two new games in the arcades as well as to announce an all-new project. Dynamite

Baseball '97 is an all-new creation from the currently hot AMi (responsible for the

bur-illiant House of the Dead which SSM recommends you go out and play NOW).

Dynamite Baseball runs on the Model : board and is quite possibly the best repre-

sentation of the sport we've seen to date. What is quite interesting is the impler

tation of the cabinet - there's a kind of swingable bat you can use to put power on

the ball as it's chucked at you. Good stuff. Look out for more in Coin-Operated soon!

Buy Fighters MegaMix and get aSegaVirtua Stick for only £14.99'. Otter valid up to

and including 30 June 1997 Whilst stocks last. Available at Game ltd.

Phone 0181 974 1555 for your nearest Game store.' Usual RRP £39.99

TACTICS FORMULA ONE
Take all the thrills and spills of Formula One racing action and combine them with

all the precision and strategy of a board game and you have the most incredible

Grand Prix game ever! Up to four players can enjoy this incredible game of tactical

driving by configuring their car's driving patterns, equipping the car with better

parts and by studying the car's performance on the analysis screen. Each circuit is

split up into about 30 blocks which can each be configured for how you want your

vehicle to perform. Players program their cars by inputting when to accelerate,

when to brake and how to take each comer. When all the cars have been set up, the

computer uses this data to run the match and the cars drive following the inputted

data. By analysing the results of the race you can correct bad choices by reconfigur-

ing until you have mastered the perfect driving set-up. There are 21 stages available

and various other elements such as weather and pit stops are also included. Little

touches like reproducing the accidents as CG movie make this a lot of fun too!

?=" This actually more like a board game..

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE
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Actua Soccer is universally

recognised as the greatest football

game ever. Here is just one of many
testimonials:

"The best footy game around.

It's almost like playing the real

thing. Beautiful."
Five Star Rating - Essential Playstation

Now with Actua Soccer Club Edition, as well as all

the action and authenticity of the original, you can

play your favourite Premier League side with new
live interactive commentary from football's finest,

Barry Davies. i
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t's a documented fact that the Saturn i:

blessed with some of the best fighting

games in both the 2D and 3D

Capcom owning the former with Stieet

Fighter Alpha 2 and AM2 clearly in command of the

latter - as Fighters MegaMix shows this

month as it finally receives a UK release. For

something to come along and upset AMz's

dominance of the genre, we're really looking for

really cool videogame. One that surpasses the

almighty Virtua Fighter 2 in style, depth, gameplay

and visual excellence.

It's undoubtedly going to be a tough task, considering

the brilliance of VFz with its arcade-perfect gameplay and
super-crisp high-resolution visuals (which are actually of a

higher resolution than the Model 2 arcade original), but hav-

ing seen the early work that's been put into AM3's Last Bronx,

it appears we could well have a winner on our hands...
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THE BRONXERS
Gang leaders aim to

bring an end to Tokyo

urban warfare by joining

together for a big fight

tournament. The winner

of the competition

claims the Tokyo unde-

giound as their prize!

Here are the combatants.

TOMMY
Although he's into

thrash metal and snow-

boarding, this juvenile

gang leader is a master

of the Battle Stick. A
great long range com-

batant with amazing

stick-related agility.

Has a love-hate rela-

tionship with Lisa (she's

got the hate end).

JOE
Formerly number two

in the Soul Crew posse,

Joe's a charismatic

leader who formed his

own gang. He uses his

nunchuka in his right

hand and karate power

with his left. Expect the

nunchuka to change for

the UK version of the

Saturn game!

KUROSAWA
A mysterious fellow

without doubt, no-one

knows his background.

And no-one asks...

unless they want a

wooden sword to their

features! A truly fright-

ening opponent,

Kurosawa has an awe-

some level of accuracy

and powerl

USA
Armed with steel dou-

ble sticks (one for each

hand), Lisa has a cute

high school cheerleader

look countered by her

sheer power and skill

with her weaponry. Her

skills allow her multi-

ple attacks at high

speed combined with

deft footwork. >

As you can see, the graphics

in the Saturn rendition oF

Last Bronx look absolutely

spectacular - finally we

have a game to match the

visual splendour of Virtua

Fighter 2! This looks ace!

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE IS
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EXTRA! EXTRA! m
Manga babe Sophia, wh .

the idea that once you've done pretty i

ENTER... THE METAI SIUG

l A BIT OF ADVICE!

ri __.! is its ability to produce

is... and games like this aren't possible without

rtiidge! SSM reckons that the cartridge i:

ecome essential kit for the Sat

I if third parties such as SNK and Capcom are ma

j
of it why shouldn't the other firms... and indeed Sega i

w& m at©fl 'AM mil

big "IN" sign invites you

inside you

'

tion along with a

AIM! FIRE!

Metal Slug has

weapons coming out

of its metaphorical

All of them are

capable of rampant

destruction, with the

exception of the crap-

py pea-shooter pistol

you start off with.

PISTOL
Low-power and very

crap, this is the

weapon you start off

with. Get rid of it as

quickly as you can and

move on to something

with more pain-induc-

ing capabilities.

MACHINE GUN
This is more like it!

Filing medium power

bullets at a frighten-

ing speed, the

machine gun is well

worth equipping your-

self with. It's a

brilliant, long-lasting

tool of death!

FLAMETHROWER
This is pretty slow to

use, but it has a couple

of redeeming features.

First of all, one blast

takes out more than

one guy. Secondly, the

toasted corpse effect is

hilarious.

SHOTGUN
This is actually a

short-range weapon of

incredible power, liter-

ally erecting a wall of

explosive power in

front of you. This

weapon molests like

no other!

ROCKET
LAUNCHER
The rockets are slow to

pick up speed, but once

they get going, they give

you the benefit of

awesome power and a

decent fire-rate. Excellent

boss destruction!

BOMBS
You start out with ten

of these and can pick up

more during your

adventures, lust lob

them about and watch

the explosive conse-

quences. Again, great

for bosses.

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 25
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ro 96 is yet to I

a forthcoming issue of Sega Saturn

Magazine. Bet

IT'S OFFICIAL!
It really is quite disturbing the

amount of letters and phone

calls we've had fin

football fanatics o

tise of Match of the Day's Barry Davies. Despite not being quite

al as we would like, the commentary that beleaguers so

/ sports sims is actually very good. The use of repetitive
*

' a minimum and the commentary has been

y as to keep it quite specific to what's going on.

ying "what's his name passes the

e specifically says

, to Ferdinand". Cool!
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ny people. Being the club
j

alone on a pitch. Whereas the friendly mode is i

edition, all the European teams of the i match allowing you to test your new ft

1 i er opponent. The more challenging sea

I you to guide your team through innumerable matches to win
: the Premier League Championship. A gruelling task not to be

j
undertaken lightly, especially if you decide to play the full 90ISm

#mS»il

me an added air of authen- i games themselves, allowing you to tinker with the game

j
of the philosophical position that the off-side rule only serves to

1- j inhibit the players thus spoiling the excitement of the game,
ent that getting the | tl

1 thing was a high j your discretion, as can player bookings allowing you to get away

1 style fouls. Gr
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DUKE NUKEM 3D
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE has been at the forefront of Lobotomy Software's endeavours to bring two of the best PC games ever across to

the Saturn. The Duke update continues this month with these incredible pictures!

SEGA/LftBOTOMY ^ ^

SHOOT 'EH UP

JSEPTEHBER

SUBMARINE ACTION!

The submarine stage is the most easily recog-

nisable level of the first episode and also one

of the most difficult to convert from PC to

Saturn. The reason is that the submarine

resides in an enormously open canyon. It's

areas like this that Lobotomy have had to

recode their engine to cope with. The engine

does it without any kind of clipping or misting

effects (as seen in preproduction N64 Duke!)

and looks absolutely brilliant. It's this kind of

stuff that makes the Saturn version of Duke so

technically ground-breaking!

Saturn Duke Nukem Is going to be epoch-making! Trust us...

ie path towards the completed Saturn

rersion of Duke Nukem jD is now reach-

rig its conclusion. Lobotomy Software

lave finished the tweaks to their incredi-

ble graphics engine and are now in the process of con-

verting across the maps from PC to Saturn.

As you can see from our screenshots {which for the

first time ever show levels other than the first onel),

Lobotomy's conversion is looking seriously, seriously

cool. Some might say that with the superior lighting

effects it actually looks better than the PC original!

The company promised as much in their interview

with SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE in issue #18 and now

we have the evidence on this page to show that they

have lived up to their word. Bottom line: Duke Nukem

3D looks amazing!

Despite less than ten weeks of hard coding,

Lobotomy are already well on the road to completion

and Duke Nukem 3D is slated as one of the high-

points of the forthcoming E3 in Atlanta in June, where

";:ii,"'k

an as-near-as-dammit finished version will be the

centrepoint of Sega's immense stand. Sega of America

seek to affirm the Saturn's status as a PlayStation-

beating alternative to other next generation machines

and with games like this on display, it's going to be a

great show for them (particularly as Saturn Duke looks

better than the N64 version - and that's no lie!).

Quake too should help Sega's cause no end and it's

clear that SoA have 3 great deal to thank Lobotomy fori

Still, back to Duke Nukem. Lobotomy's ace pro-

grammer Ezra Dreisbach has completed his

enhancements to the Exhumed engine, and Duke

Saturn Duke just gets better and better - marvel at these awesome graphics!

Lobotomy are on course to produce a Spectacular rendition of the PC classic!

TmmMznwzLZJ
The exploding entrails are all in and looking very good indeed. Blast them all! Ahahahaha!
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In the little cubicle in the "adult" cinema, a pig sergeant gets blasted at close range!

tt How tell us that this level isn't looking SPECTACULAR!

No matter how complex the original Saturn Duke replicates it!

Huge open areas are no problem for Lobotomy's enhanced engine! The freeze ray has Its own lighting not seen in the PC version.

remains just as smooth as Exhumed was -despite

the huge open spaces and the enormous great

walls. SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE can guarantee that

this is going to be a really ground-breaking game...

it's going to be amazingl

Lobotomy are currently on the last sti

it h regards to this conversion. They'

the s fast a ^ t!
"'

and the Duke Nukem game logic is all

present and correct. There's perhaps still

a little too much inertia on the charac-

ter (more Exhumed in control as

The racks of pornography are all present and correct...

opposed to the sharp play of PC Duke) but this is a

tiny problem to overcome.

Of course, the big news is that just about all of the

first episode of levels is nigh-on complete... as you can see

from the screenshots. From the city streets of Los Angeles

into the desert and the brilliant submarine level, it's

all there to see right here in front of you.

The lighting effects (the last pieces of

the map to be included, bar the destruc-

tible scenery) also look absolutely spec-

tacular. This part of the game in particu-

lar is what differentiates it from the PC

» original, with each weapon causing dif-

r ferent effects on the scenery, along with

light-sources (such as overhead strip lights

and what-have-you) doing their thing. The over-

all look is excellent and when you see just how fast this

all moves, you'll be stunned. The Saturn has never done

anything like this before (well actually Exhumed got

close, but the levels were far simpler) and it's a great

taster for the machine's unrivalled 3D power!

We're going to be taking a bit of a rest from the

Duke Nukem coverage over the next couple of months,

letting Lobotomy get on with completing the game.,,

and then we'll be back with a vengeance! Rest assured,

you've hardly seen anything yet. This game will rule!

CENSORED? NO!

With Sega of America in charge of this project you

might think that Duke Nukem 3D will be cen-

sored in some way (especially after the censorship

issues in the US (not UK) version of Fighters

MegaMix, for example). But no! Lobotomy have

been given the license to make this game just as

offensive as it was on PC, so test assured, Sega will

not be toning down this risque title!

animation here.
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JONAH LOMU RUGBY
Imagine the scene if you will: A rain-soaked pitch plays host to two teams of talented sportsmen. With time running out and only one point

separating the victors from the losers, weary mud-splattered players frantically scrabble for possession of that all but elusive ball.

CODEMASTER S

VITAL STATISTICS

Born: Aukland, New Zealand 1975

Plays: Wing
Height: 6'4"

Weight: 19 stone

Speed: 10.8 seconds over 100 metres

As the star player of the 1995 Rugby World Cup,

Jonah Lomu's rise to staidom has been nothing

short of miraculous. Tongan by nationality,

Jonah was bom and raised down under in

Aukland New Zealand where his formative

sporting years saw him winning numerous

sprint running trophies - a talent that has pro-

pelled him to the forefront of rugby. At the age

of 23 he has played 24 matches for the All

E lacks and scored 17 tries. Jonah Lomu was also

the youngest rugby international to play for the

All Blacks when New Zealand faced France in

1994, at the age of just 19!

I

et this is no fantasy football sce-

io we're conjuring up here. In

I fact the scene-setting

I introyou'vejust

read should give you some ide

of the intensity and accuracy

contained within

Codemasters' forthcoming

multi-player release, Jonah

Lomu Rugby. While certainly

no stranger to licensed sports

titles • witness Pete Sampras Tennis and

Brian Lara Cricket - Codemasters seem to

have taken a slight leap of faith with

their first 32-bit sports sim.

Although rugby may be the second

most popular team game in the UK, no

developer has yet attempted to take the real

life mechanics and complicated rules of this

sport and produce a title that successfully ca

tures the mood and excitement of the game.

Enter Birmingham based Rage Software who are

busy putting the finishing touches to Jonah Lomu

Rugby, a title they're developing for Codemasters

and one that has been in production for well over a

year. Rage are confident that they can deliver an accu-

rate, playable game that will appeal to both fans of

the sport and Saturn owners used to the highs and

lows of recent footie titles. With a number of

games under their belt, including Striker and FIFA '97

conversions for EA. Rage are definitely the team to

handle this project. As Rage's head honcho Trevor

Williams says: "We wanted a game that stayed

true to the rules, but was easy to pick up and play

thout a complete understanding of ail the ins

and outs. It's definitely turned out as an

rcade style game - lots of movement and

simple controls. We also thought it impor-

tant though, that all the rules are in there,

and that people who know the game will

think it's an accurate simulation of the

Although the game features a

whopping 32 international teams, ranging

from the masters of the sport, New

Zealand, Australia and England, to less

prominent squads, such as the USA, the

presence of man-mountain Jonah Lomu

idds a vital seal of approval to the

me. As the world's most powerful

flanker, and reputedly the most dif-

ficult player in the league to tackle,

nah's presence shows the com-

mitment that both Rage and

Codemasters have to producing

the highest quality rugby title.

Obviously keen to keep the

game as accurate as possible,

1 employed the vocal talents of

nentators, Bill McClaren and Bill

Beaumont. Further adding to the game's sense of real-

ism are dynamic weather conditions providing players

"We wanted a game that stayed true to the rules, but was easy to pick up

and play without a complete understanding of all the ins and outs." - Trevor Williams

After a sweaty scrum, one player will usually emerge victorious, with the b;

safely in his possession. Haw head for the goal line you fool!

Jonah's handy on-screen control pi

negate the read for lengthy manuals.
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As the world's most powerful flanker Jonah's presence shows the commitment

that both Rage and Codies have to producing the highest quality rugby title.

Holding down the X button provides a momentary burst of

speed allowing players to nip past the opposition's defences.

with mud-soaked pitches, rain effects and even flood-

lit night matches. In keeping with the slick Sky Sports

style coverage afforded many console football titles,

Jonah Lomu Rugby also features a handy replay

option enabling fast forwarding and rew

ing of match footage complete with

scratchy video tape interference.

The game itself offers a number

of play modes allowing sports nuts to

wade through Friendly, Tournament,

World Cup, Territories Cup - including

Five Nations - and all-time Classic

Matches. However, the complex rules

and speed of the game have proven chal

lenging for Rage as programmers Tony

McCabe and Antonio Argentieri explain: "In football

you only need one player model, but in rugby there

all the different set-pieces: scrums, mauls, passing

plays. Vou have to have a control model and intelli-

gence model for each." The set-up of

also more complex for the programmers: "A rugby

team has specialisation. You won't get wingers mov-

ing into the scrum unless they really have to, so we've

programmed them to avoid getting into situations

which don't suit their style of play. The game
engine is just about there, a lot of the

ime we have left will be spent working

on the player intelligence."

With 33 animated characters on

screen at once, four detailed stadiums

to play in and the game's stop-start

nature, it's obvious that Rage have

taken on a real challenge. Fortunately

the results so far have been extremely

promising with the PlayStation version

ng glowing praise from the specialist press.

Hopefully, Rage will be able to tweak and tighten the

Saturn version of the game and produce one of the

premier sports titles of '97.

; the big man himself! Jonah Lomu's presence in the

game gives New Zealand a definite edge over other teams.

WEATHER WITH YOU
Jonah Lomu Rugby offers some of the most

realistic playing conditions ever seen in a

sports game courtesy of its Dynamic Climate

feature. There are four All Weather Stadiums to

choose from - Tallyfield, Hagley Road, Aston

Road and Ballydown Park. By adding such

effects as intermittent rain showers, snow,

wind, lightning and dramatic lighting effects,

Rage hope to cater for every possible match set-

up. If this attention to detail isn't impressive

enough, you'll undoubtedly be pleased to learn

that mud thrown up by scrums and tackles

even soils players' shirts. You dirty buggers!
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SKYTARGET
So you want to know what the next hi; arcade conversion to the Saturn is going to be, eh? Last Bronx maybe? Touring Car perchance?

None of the above. Try SkyTarget, a good old fashioned shoot 'em up if ever there was one.

SHOOT 'EH UP

«

few months ago you may recall we pre-

viewed a very early Saturn conversion of

Sega's Model 2 coin-op SkyTarget.

Following in the footsteps of the recent

Manx TT, the game wasn't being programmed by Sega

themselves but by the people responsible for Mega

Drive hit Ecco The Dolphin. Well since we last saw it the

conversion work has been progressing at an amazing

rate. So much so in fact that we've just taken delivery

of an almost complete version! The wait is almost over!

SkyTarget is perhaps one of Sega's lesser known

coin-ops which had a limited release at the back end of

ig.9.5. The game was regarded by many as the

Afterburner for the Nineties and indeed bore more than

a passing resemblance to the classic blaster of old. As

Explosions abound as the enemy fighter planes are blasted 01

of the sky courtesy of your supply of homing missiles.

CHOCS AWAY!

»!»< *,*#'

Using the wonders of 3D, SkyTarget manages to

incorporate two different perspectives on the

action, activated though cunning use of the Z

button. Both of the views on offer are chase-style

perspectives, one quite close to the tail of your

'plane and the other further off, giving a mote

panoramic view of the surroundings. When it

actually comes to playing the game though, the

standard tail view is the better of the two.

you've probably deduced from the screen shots,

SkyTarget is an into-the-screen shoot 'em up focussing

more on arcade like thrills than the monotony of flight

sims. Your mission is to fly into enemy airspace in your

state of the art aircraft and locate and destroy a stolen

prototype fighter. However that sounds a hundred more

complex than it actually is, as essentially the idea is to

simply blow everything out of the sky!

The near complete Saturn version appears to be

doing a fine job of recreating the coin-op original.

Improving on the Afterburner formula somewhat, a choice

of fourfighter planes have been included in SkyTarget,

each of which differ in terms of manoeuvrability. The F-14

Tomcat made famous in the Top Gun movie is in there, as

is the F-15, the F-16 stunt fighter plane and the French

Regarded by many as the Afterburner for the Nineties, Sky Target

bears more than a passing resemblance to the classic blaster of old.

IfttttfJN

The second view has the camera positioned further back.

Let rip with the Balkan the enemy destroyers.
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7 BET 0)211

The shallow nature and repetitiveness of Afterburner has been overcome

with the inclusion of multiple routes in Sky Target.

strategic mission fighter the Rafale M. Each

cant amount of ammo including Balkan bombs, a Vulcan

cannon and homing missiles which are unloaded using

the lock-on sight to target enemies before blasting them

out of the sky. Most of the time you find yourself dog

fighting with huge swarms of enemy fighters but there's

also an unhealthy amount of bombers, surface-to-air mis

siles and ground assault vehicles to contend with.

All of the levels now appearto be present in the

game with multiple routes being the order of the

day adding to the longevity of SkyTarget, some-

thing desperately lacking from Afterburner.

Whether you're flying through the green-

ery-fest of the jungle setting, the dimly lit

city scape, the rocky canyons or the snow

capped mountains, they're certainly varied

and graphically pretty good too. There's

also a rather odd level which has your plane

nose diving at break-neck speeds towards the

earth shooting all manner of Stealth bombers and the

like along the way. When you've reached the end of each

level and fended off the hordes of fighter planes, a huge

boss character then awaits you. These are gigantic, heavi-

ly armoured flying fortresses which prevent your progres-

sion through to later levels unless defeated in the tight

time limit. Not an easy task at all.

As is the case with all coin-op conversions some

compromises were inevitable. The resolution of

SkyTarget has been lowered and clearly the frame has

suffered too, being slashed in half to 30 frames per sec-

ond but still remaining very smooth indeed. Likewise

of the technical trickery that made
the arcade so spectacular has obviously

been difficult to replicate on the Saturn with

the transparent effects looking slightly ropey.

It must also be said that some of the in-game

music is abysmal, whether it be the strange warblings

of a frustrated opera singer or the even stranger

demented organ playing, it really is quite bad. On a

brighter note though, a Saturn specific ranking mode
feature has been added to SkyTarget giving it a whole

attack element. Cool!

Judging by the quality of the competition, it

SkyTarget should do quite well upon its release

around July time. That means that all things going well we

should have the definitive review of SkyTarget just in time

for the very next issue of SSM. Be sure not to miss It.

Having played SkyTarget most of the way
through we can tell you that it features

awesome Panzer Dragoon-style bosses

throughout. As the camera pans around you

get a good idea of how puny your craft looks in

comparison, with it being a dot on the screen

next to the gigantic proportions of the boss.

The variety of them is most impressive too,

ranging from the huge airship fortress on the

first level, to stealth bombers later on and
even stray nuclear missiles)

The rocky canyons demonstrate some very In the midst of battle with the airship boss at the end of level

(Left) The spectacular cloudy level towards the end of (he g<

features some adequate transparencies to replicate the clouds.
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RELOADED
Further showing us their commitment towards Saturn gamers, Gremlin are readying the sequel to their immensely popular gore-fest

that is Loaded. The somewhat wittily entitled Reloaded.

The good lister unleash ea her animal magnetism weapon.

Poor old Mamma. His only crime was that he never grew up like

other kids did. But they never sent Peter Pan to jail did they?

The ultra-violent special weapons have made it to the sequel.

SHED A LITTLE TIER

The design of the levels in Reloaded is superior

to that of the original, as a tier system has been

added enabling the action to take place on sev-

eral different levels. This is undoubtedly as a

result of the criticism Gremlin received over

the flat 3 D -lik e environment of Loaded. Rather

than just being for cosmetic reasons though,

these differing levels are an integral part of the

game allowing you to kill enemies from your

elevated position.

pon its release, Loaded caused a bit of a

sensation with its mightily impressive

graphics and ultra-violent no-nonsense

gameplay. So It was only a matter of

time before a sequel emerged

promising more gore and more in-

depth gameplay than the first.

Enter Reloaded.

The original Loaded was set in

in a maximum security prison where

3 group of six homicidal maniacs

were attempting to break out.

Presumably they made it, as for the

sequel four of the original cast mem-
bers and two new additions are gun-

ning for revenge against the guy that

set them up, CHUB. Set some time in

the future, Reloaded features two

new characters in the form of Sister

Magpie, a psychotic nun on the run

and the Consumer, who has an unhealthy appetite for

human flesh. In similar fashion to the prequel the idea

is to battle through the levels killing hordes of people

who get in your way.

Sister Magpie the psychotic nun is one of two new characters.

So what's new? Well it's clear from playing

Reloaded that the programmers have taken on board the

criticisms of the original and made a serious stab at rec-

tifying them. Whereby before all the action took place

m one level, for the sequel all manner of ramps

and elevated sections have been added look-

ing quite impressive. Likewise Gremlin have

made an attempt to address the repetitive

gameplay by adding a puzzle element to the

game. Previously the idea was merely to

blast everything and find the exit keys,

whereas Reloaded varies by requiring play-

ers to find different objects on every level.

Graphically the game has also under-

gone a bit of an overhaul, featuring

proved light-sourcing and far more variety

n the levels instead of the single theme

setting of the prison.

We're reserving judgment on this one

for the time being, as it really is too early

to comment on how it's likely to turn out from the ver-

sion we have received. You'll just have to wait until next

month when we'll have all the latest.

Finding power-ups becomes an integral part of the game as you

tend to quickly to run out of ar
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! you. Oh go

idon E14 9TZ. Do it NOW!

. Wzite to: VIRTUA WRITER, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-

A FOOL WRITES...
Dear SSM

I think your mag is fab and keep up the good work. I

have a cheatfor Tomb Raider that will make your eyes

pop out of your head. I have a cheat to make Lara run

around levels in the NUDf ! All you have to do is this:

on controller one press the B button in a beat (I found

it easy to do to Wannabe's beat). Then on controller

two press left and right for about two minutes and

some disco lights should appear. Then it will reset to

level one and she will run around in the nude for the

rest of the game. When you see a wolf it will howl, the

gorilla will beat its chest and the T-Rex will drop dead.

The worst bit is that Larson is naked as well (i didn't

like that bit). Also could you tell me who to get in con-

tact with for someone to have a look at my plans for a

computer game.

Gavin McCrath, (Liar, cheat, fraud and

plagiarist. ..LEE) Birmingham

^ -l Ripping off another magazine's tips and
^^^ passing them off as youi own is not a good

idea as a) it was an April Fool, eigo you ate the fool

and b) the particular magazine you blatantly

ripped off is produced no more than five yards away

from my desk. And if your idea for a computer

game is as original as your tip, I'd forget it. LEE

A WORRIED FOOL WRITES-.
Dear SSM

First of all may I congratulate you on making such a bril-

liant magazine and for your unbelievably brilliant demo

disks. I can't wait for Sega Flash 4.

Anyway, to the point. While skimming through a copy

of CVC I came upon a rather surprising game called

"Ultimate Fighting Universe" which is a combination of

Virtua Fighter 2, Fighting Vipers, Tekken 2 and Soul

Edgell Imagine my horror upon seeing this as the AM2

beat 'em upsarethe main reason we can give Sony a

swift two fingers. Sure Tekken 2 and Soul Edge are good

games, but AMz's creations piss all over them!

I think that we Saturn owners are getting a bum deal

out of this as Sega are exchanging the two best games

on the Saturn and in fact the two best games on any

PAL system for comparatively second rate games. Please

Covin Bleasby, Leeds

*^r 1 grow weary of shovelling someone else's

stinking manure. This is another CVG April Fool

and you fell for it in some kind of sad, paranoid,

sap-like fashion. Now go - or suffer my wrath,

young man... RICH

BOOK WINNER

IMPORTANT
MATTERS...
WHICH NEED TO
BE RAISED!
Dear SSM

This is the first time we have

ever written to a computer magazine, but we felt

we must as we have some important matters

which need to be raised. We have fully backed

Sega all of our lives but about a month ago the

Saturn seemed to be slipping a little and with the

release of the Nintendo 64, our loyalty slipped a

little too. We discussed dumping Sega for the

powerful machine, Th3t is until we managed to

borrow a copy of Christmas NIGHTS and of

course read the latest edition of SSM. We were

delighted to see the Saturn fighting back with

titles like Resident Evil and Duke Nukem 3D.

Anyway we were amazed at Christmas NIGHTS.

We own NIGHTS but this is something else. The

presents are the best idea ever and so was the

fact that you can change the game by adjusting

the clock. We were only disappointed with the

fact that we did not know how good it really was.

Sure SSM gave it good coverage but Sega's adver-

tising campaign is virtually non-existent. We
were astonished to see the movies in the pre-

sents. Sega could have used those as they would

have made great adverts!

One last thing, Sonic Into Dreams on Christmas

NiGHTS is great. We feel that Sega could use that

as a template for a whole new game!

We hope Sega will continue producing these high

quality titles and are sorry we ever doubted Sega.

Phil Read and Adam Coleman, Lines

,£_£, A Saturn, packed with two of the best

^^^ games ever sets you back a paltry £170.

And then there's amazing software coming

out either exclusive to Saturn or first by many
months such as... VF3, Marvel Super Heroes,

Touring Car, Duke jD, Quake... RICH

I AM WELL EXPERIENCED
Dear SSM

I am writing to you to express my opinions on certain

aspects of your magazine and of the Sega Saturn in

general. I have owned a Sega Saturn for over 16 months

now and have a collection of about 56 games so I think

I am well experienced.

My first point is about the VF3 upgrade. You constantly

inform people not to believe anything about this

upgrade until Yu Suzuki says so. What I would like to

know is why haven't you or other magazines men-

tioned the statement from Andy Mee {Director of

Marketing and Sales at Sega UK). In an interview con-

ducted by the now defunct Mean Machines Sega,

when asked about the VF3 upgrade he stated that it

will happen.

Surely this is proof enough that there will be a Model 3

standard upgrade coming to the Saturn. Mr Mee also

went on to mention that the upgrade will be packaged

with VF3 and should cost no less than f80 (hopefully).

The main point I am trying to make is that I am rather

surprised that no other magazine has mentioned Mr

Mee's comments about this upgrade.

My next point concerns your magazine's policy only to

review official games (or that's the way it seems). The

question I ask is why? There isn't really much difference

and it means you could review games a lot earlier. At

the time of writing you are the only magazine that I

know of not to have reviewed Fighters MegaMix.

One major concern I have is the future of the Saturn. In

case you haven't noticed Sony have dropped the price

of the Trainstation to £129.99 while Sega haven't done

anything. It is already common knowledge that

Spacestations are vastly outselling Saturns and I am

sure this move will only serve to increase the sales gap.

That coupled with Sony's new budget price range could

only spell trouble for Sega. Have you any idea if Sega

are planning a similar pricing strategy because unless

they bring out the upgrade soon there may be no hope

for Sega.

Thank you for letting me get some things off my chest,

I look forward to your reply.

Stephen Gibbon, Cumbria.



HHDIE3

jj. To use your badly plagiarised and i

^^ ing witticism, the "Trains!ation" has

dropped in price as has the Saturn to an all time low

price of £169,99 with any two out of Virtua Fighter 2,

Sega Rally and Worldwide Soccer. LEE

Also, whenyou consider that you get a SCAST lead

and internal memory with the Saturn (along with

two of the best games ever) you find that the Sega

machine offers far superior value for money. You've

got to be a lunatic not to own a Satuml As to your

other comments... well here we go. We don't review

import games because we're official. We review the

games you're going to play. So what if Fighters

MegaMii has a Tekken-style PAX translation, reduc-

ing it to a shadow of its NTSC self? You would want

to know. Also, It would perhaps be goading our

readers (most of which own official machines) to

tell them to go out and buy a game they can't own
for months. And also in the case of MegaMix, the UK
version benefits from enhancements none of you

would know about ifwe had reviewed the game
when we had it in January. So there you go. By the

way, Andy Mee was tellingMMS of his vision for

VF3 - chances are it will come to pass, but all the

R&D work is being done byAM2 so until we hear

from them, you can't take anything for granted. But

mark my words, it will be incredible! RICH

OVER-RATED A LOT OF GAMES
Dear SSM

In my opinion I think you have overrated a lot of games

for the Saturn. X-Men is one of the games which has

been overrated. When I played the game it certainly did-

n't live up to the 92%, it deserved about 60%. Tomb

Raider was another game overrated, the game is too

slow from start to finish. Out of all the games Baku Baku

Animal is also ridiculous. I wouldn't pay zsp for it let

alone £25! Daytona CCE was overrated by at least 20%.

Compared to Sega Rally it's absolutely shit!

You have underrated Die Hard Arcade by almost 20%. I

own the game and find it excellent, the game is wicked,

it's one of the best. I would have given it 100% not 80%.

Can't someone with some common sense give the game

ratings from now on?

Kevin Esworthy, Colchester

-j, Hhhmmm. By and large, just about everyone

•™^ else agreed with our ratings, so assuming

that most people have common sense it would

appear that it is in fact you who are sadly bereft of

it By your genius-level arithmetic, Die Hard Arcade

should have been awarded "almost" 100%. Now
take a reality pill and begone - you have angered me
beyond measure! RICH

TORMENTS OF EXHUMED
Dear Saturn Mac,

In issue #17 you had an Exhumed Players Guide so hav-

ing completed the game I decided to go for the dolls. So

two weeks and eight hours later I had all 23 and got the

body of Ramses -
1 was thinking great! flight

mode/death tank so doing what you said I overwrote

my go only to find there was no flight mode or death

tank. I am very angry about this because now I have no

saved game. What did I do wrong? Nothing! Please

explain or write back or something.

Sean Burke, Dartford

jlz. What did you do wrong? Nothing as far as I

"^^ can see. You should have LoboFlight mode
with no problems (and it shows what an awesome

version of Descent Lobotomy could program if they

wanted to). I've done it and it works. Apologies are

due from both us and Lobotomy for goading you

with DeathTank. As we said in the feature it works

on the Japanese and US versions, but it's not in the

UK game because Lobotomy released that version

first (and DeathTank wasn't finished then). Sega,

Lobotomy and SSM are trying to sort out a way of

getting the game to you... Stay tuned. Oh by the

way, I know I have championed Exhumed enough,

but you MUST own this game. I have never felt

such satisfaction from a game as I did after getting

those last three team dolls (the last one in particu-

lar is exceptionally tough). RICH

BOOBIE TRAP
Dear SSM
It's been three months

since our escape. We
like boobies. We think

Lara Croft's are excellent

and so are Candy's,

and Chun Li's and Cammy's etc etc. That's why we
bought a Saturn. We compared all boobies on both

Sega Saturn and PlayStation and found the Saturn

had more and better-looking ones. We were pleas-

antly surprised, and that's an understatement, to

see a Candy centrefold in your February issue. How
about a Virtua boobie poster in every mag from

now on? In fact, skip the reviews and stuff in lots

of boo

bies instead.

RVM, DAVR, King Otto the Third, Netherlands.

^Z-, So are you telling me it took all of you
^^^ to write this, eh? By printing your

letter I've managed to include four more tits

this issue! RICH

Briefly...

Dear SSM
What are Sega doing? Why don't they back the

Saturn the way Sony and Nintendo back their

machines? Sony have backed their machine to

the hilt constantly lowering the price of their

console and a budget range of games. What

have Sega done? Nothing. I think it's about time

they started to do something.

SECA Curtis, Reading

Dear SSM

PlayStations have gone down to £129 which is

bound to be a big blow to Sega but it could get

even worse... although I haven't seen any

games on it that have given the machine a

boost. Hopefully VF5 will do this for Sega just

like Sonic did for Megadrive...

Lloyd BadHandWriting, Bristol

Dear SSM
I'd like to know if Sega are going to drop the

price of the Saturn and its games like Sony have

for the PlayStation...

Terry Murphy, Sydenham

Dear SSM

Wow what a month. The N64 is launched and

Sony annonce the PS will be £130 from March

24. Hopefully the Saturn will undergo a price

cut to keep it in competition... some decent

advertising please?

Cheers-ears!

Or Robotnik

this issue. What is clear is that Sega have per-

haps let Sony take the initiative in this market

too many times and always seem to play

catch-up. Saturn £399, PlayStation £299.

PlayStation £199, Saturn £199. Now the issue

appears to have been fudged further - Sony's

£129 machine is selling really well, despite

Sega offering what is clearly a superior quality

package. The Saturn doesn't need a memory
cartridge like the PlayStation does (that's £ao

saved already) plus you get £95 worth of

incredible quality software - being able to

choose two out of VF2, Rally and Worldwide

Soccer is a frankly incredible offer when bun-

dled with the Saturn for £170. Sega need to

match the £129 base level machine and really

need to start telling people it has the best

games. I've expressed amazement at how cool

the upcoming software situation is for the

Saturn come Christmas time... what is there

for PlayStation and indeed Nintendo 64?

Sony's greatest games, Final Fantasy VII and

Tekken 3 aren't likely to make it until 1998I

And what about Quake and Duke? Again these

aren't going to be until 1998 (probably) and

even then we haven't a clue about their quali-

ty whereas we Saturn owners have actually

seen these games and know they will be

incredible. And that's without the exclusive

Sega arcade conversions (Touring Car, VF3).

Saturn has a huge case against Sony, it really

does. Sega just need to find enough money
and the right way to express it... RICH



David Hurst, Chester. Richard Jonson, Liverpool. Craig Jones, Blackpool.

David Smith, Leeds. Four letters from the same person... but with different

names (obviously losing originality by the time he got to "David Smith"). As if

I wouldn't notice, the crazy fool! That's the highpoint of an otherwise dull Q+A.

Write some interesting letters, please. No, PLEASE! I'm dying here! Write to:

I REALLY HAVE AN INTERESTING QUESTION Q+A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-39

Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. Be interesting or be binned!

TROUBLING QUESTIONS

Dear S5M

Please answer my troubling questions.

i. Can you please give me some Saturn specs?

;. Is the Model 3 upgrade really possible as a Model 3 board

can handle 750,000 -
1 million polygons?

3. Why don't programmers even try to do transparencies?

4. Which AM department is doing House of the Dead and is

it comingto Saturn?

5. Will Micro Machines Vj come to Saturn?

6. Any chance ofAM25 Virtua Striker 2 coming to Saturn?

7. What about AM3's Sega Rally 1997?

Dimetrei Ranajan, Somewhere

jA^. * You can make up just about any specs in terms
'-^•^

of number crunching so we won't bother. 2. Only

time will telL j. Hmmm, Try Pandemonium ot Exhumed.

They have transparencies. Unfortunately, it's easier to do

the old meshwoik thing. 4. AMi have done it and it's pos-

sible it will hopefully appear sometime in 1998. 5. Yes,

within the next few months hopefully. 6. No. 7. No

because you either misheard or made it up.

LINK-UP ClMINDRfl

DearSSM

It would be sorted ifyou could answer my questions.

1. Why is Sega licensing out their arcade conversions? Is to

show other third party developers what can be done with

the Saturn?

2. A lot of my friends own Saturnsand we are wondering

about the link-up cable. Any idea when it is out?

3. How many Saturns can be linked up using the cable?

4. As we're on the subject, what games are currently being

developed to support the cable?

5. When will we see screenshots of Sega Touring Car?

6. If the Saturn upgrade cart does comes about, will third

parties also use it?

7. 1
see "Naughty Nick" Paterson has joined the team from

MMS. Will Angus Swan be doing the same?

Well that's it. Thanks for your time and the mag is looking

brilliant (as usual).

Dan Abrams, Great Yeldham, Essex

jg£ l Manx TT went to Psygnosis for development
"-^^ {who contracted it out to Perfect who in turn

used Tantalus)) because they're doing the PC version too

and Sega's teams were busy. 2. When there is sufficient

software to support it. You can get it now from importers

but why bother? 3. Just the two. 4. Doom uses it. Hexen

apparently does too. Duke Nukem is slated to use it too,

5. Soon. 6. Surely you've heard the Tomb Raider 1

rumours? Apparently yes. 7. No.

NOT THE USUAL CRAP WE CHURN OUT

DearSSM

Please print my trivial questions as they are far more

interesting than the usual crap you churn out in your

superb mag.

1. You said your Resident Evil shots were World Exclusives.

How come when I was in Berlin the following week I saw

a two page showcase packed with Saturn shots in a

German mag?

2. With Quake and Duke running on the same engine which

do you think will come out top?

3. Most of us Saturn owners had to sell our Megadnves not

because we wanted to but because we had to. Don't you

feel there's any scope for compilation discs?

4. Still no news on Heart of Darkness?

5. With the release of the N64and the PlayStation's new

price tag isn't it time Sega cracked on with the 3D accelera-

tor chip and show them what a real console can do?

Jonathan Williams, Stockport.

jgtL 1- 1 bet my last pound they were PlayStation

"^^ ones scanned in from a Japanese magazine. a.

I've always been a Quake man myself, but with Duke's

multiplayer options and Lobotomy's all-round brilliance

I won't make a decision until I've seen both games fin-

ished. But both WILL be awesome. 3. It could well hap-

pen. 4. It's apparently still in development! 5. Ultimately

it's games that count and Sega's line-up is arguably the

strongest of the lot. New hardware is a long way off still.

WHERE THE BLOODY NORA IS IT?

Right. No pansying about, 1 want answers and 1 want them

damn quick (ooh, get you - Richj.

i. Ever since issue #13 1
have been waiting on tenterhooks to

hear news about the allegedly great-looking Crandia. Well.

WHERE THE BLOODY NORA IS IT?

2. What kind of game is IntoThe Shadows and when can we

expect to see it?

3. Are you expecting great things from FIFA '97 or should I get

Worldwide Soccer?

4. 1 worship Lobotomy What have they got planned after

Duke Nukem and Quake?

5. 1
was disappointed with Die Hard Arcade. Any chance of any

other games like this {side scrolling fighting games]

coming out?

Ryan Bates. Oxford

^«r- x, It should be out towards the end of the year in
~
1̂ ^ Japan, a couple of months later here. It's going to

1, It's like Soul Edge with Quake graphics.

And by all accounts it's never going to come out. 3.

Answer: not much. SWWS is far, far superior. 4. Exhumed

2 perhaps? 5. There's Core's Fighting Force, corning

in Autumn.

MONITOR ACTION

Dear SSM

The monitor I use for my Archimedes A3000 is an Acorn RGB

monitor with a SCART socket on the back. I was wondering,

could you safely connect my Saturn to my monitor safely?

This would mean I would no longer have to use an RF unit. I

am reluctant to try in case it damages the Saturn or

them

Charley Coleman, Middlesex

^ r- Hmmm I recall plugging my old Megadrive into
~

T̂ ^ a monitor exactly like yours. There is no problem

at all - essentially SCART is SCART. It's a standard. There's

no possibility of harm to either your machine or your

Saturn. So plug in with confidence young man and enjoy

the benefits that only a full-on RGB signal provides!

FAQ is Frequently Asked
Questions. Sometimes we

just get millions of letters asking the

same questions so look here first!

I. Should I get Fighters Megaf [tforVFJ?

jgt This question kind of hinges on the quality

~^^ of VF3 and whether it uses an upgrade cart.

Still, gameplay-wise the games are a lot different.

VF3 is an exercise in precision gaming - Megamix is

a lot looser, a lot more of a "fun" game. AMa would

not have released MegaMix if it was going to affect

VFj sales. VF3 is more likely to supercede VFa.

2.What'sthisNTSCswi

speed up PAL games?

-ally

j^K% Various independent shops will be able to fit

-^^^ a switch to your Saturn that rums it into an

NTSC system. The uppers: poor PAL conversions

become full-screen, full-speed with a flick of a

switch. Bye-bye borders. The downers: any warranty

you have becomes invalid... and you need a SCART

TV that can handle a 60Hz signal, RF doesn't cut it.

Sega advise against switches.

3. is Formula One/Destru

coming to Saturn?

n Derby 2/WipeOut 2097

^t No official word from Psygnosis, but all
~

T̂ ^ three ARE in development as we speak. So

yes to all three. And no we haven't seen them yet?
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FREE JOYPAD!!
When you subscribe to Sega Saturn Magazine.

VJM.V.CO.CK
LIVIP

"Get a new Saturnjoypad

when you subscribe to

the world's greatest Sega

magazine - you'd be a fool

to miss out! So don't."

Complete the form and send with payment to:

Sega Saturn Magaz

Harborough, Leicester LE87 4PA or if you wish to pay by CREDIT

CARD call our SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE on 01858435350

quoting source and offer codes. Lines are open from 8.30 am to

9pm Monday to Friday and 10am to 6pm Saturday and Sunday.

Choose one of these fantasticjoypads from Leda Media Products. Both

the Sat I and Sat II feature directional control, start button, ABC, XYZ

buttons plus left and right shift buttons. Sat II has added features of

independent turbo fire, auto fire, and slow motion. The choice is yours!

Please indicate on the form which pad you would prefer to receive.

offer closes 31.7.97

Sat I

UK 12 months £33

Air Europe £46
Airmail Zones 1&2 £73

Source Code: IIiB

Signed:

{parent or guardian's signature if under 18 yrs

Name:

Address'

I wish to subscribe to Sega Saturn and I enclose a cheque / postal order, International

money order or by Mastercard / Visa payment and made payable to EMAP Images Ltd for £...

Mastercard / Visa no:

Expires

Signature:

Date.

Postcode:

Telephone:

Annual Subscription Rates:

I would like to receive (please tick box)

All subscriptions will be processed as quickly as possible, but you should
allow 28 days for the order to be processed and expect to receive the first

available issue after that.

From time to time EMAP IMAGES may send you information that could be

of interest to you. Tick here if you do not wish to receive such information. |_J

Sat I

Sat II

13 0gl^
Full money back guarantee of unmailed issues if you are not satisfied.
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ltd. One minute you'll be INTRO A-GO-GO
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urn is reviewed on Page 64.

TWO PLAYABLE CHARACTERS!!
Theie are two characleis to play as in Pand
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he thousands of human-occupied
worlds of the Inner Spher

bound together in a glorious, prosperous

Star League. With the fall of the League, a Dark Age

descended, as each of the five surviving star empires warred

for dominion. For almost three centuries, the House Lords

fought among themselves in the conflict known as the

Succession Wars. Opposing sides devastated world after world

with armies of BattleMechs: gigantic, humanoid battle

machines bristling with enough firepower to level a city. Huge

enough to crush anything in their path, these walking tanks

ruled the battlefields of the 31st century-until the Inner Sphere

met the Clan juggernaut. With their superior war machines,

these warrior descendants of the long-vanished Star League

reclaim the Inner

Sphere. By forging a

precarious union, the

five Successor States

managed to defeat the Clans.

Now, in the year 3058, they have rebuilt their armies with cap-

tured Clan technology and stand ready to fight if the Clans

renew their invasion. But old rivalries die hard, and new con-

flicts threaten to revive the age-old struggle between the

Houses of the Inner Sphere."

MECHWARRIOR 2 IS REVIEWED ON PAGE 68.
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STATISTICS

These indicate how powerful Doom is when It

to attack and defense (both physical and

magical) along with his hit and magic points. Hit

points Is basically how much energy you have-

poisons. Magic points power your spells.

195 TZQ 50

«P 77/ 83 DEF MS LCK *56

^AGI 23 MD 33

EX& 22782 QSi

v Sword/mob

bacrea bwcju.

system, which actually hasn't changed

;

the first Megadrive Shining epic.

: gives you four commands at c

, making Shining the Holy t\

;i -Vk*3**-***?-

SPELLS

This is Doom's repertoire of magic. Being a

fighting based character as opposed to a magi-

cian, his spells are mostly fight baaed. Heal,

avoid monsters, lightning and escape from dun-

geon form the four here.

ITEMS

This is what Doom is carrying. Mostly it's

weapons and armour, along with a key or two.

Notably. Doom's in possession of the Sacred

Sword - one or the three power items required

to finish the game!

ofthe puzzle solving, ifs the only ..,

j
foree„ and this is essential to progressing through the game.

HoiyArkisc

chalk (my recently acquired N64 Turok rem

believe it or not) and the reason is simply that it is a hard game. Every

fighting section is a real tactical challenge and the puzzles range from

mildly

jid judgingby the you

_.,.._LTo"helpyouout"

of the stones are given: for example, sapphire is worth the value

of black onyx and opal put together. Aquamarine is worth half of black



Reaching the town of Enrich i

priority... and the only way

through Is to wade through

the monster-packed forest!
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The cemetry is home of the

most deadly creatures you

will have met yet. None are

more deadly than this enor-

mous reaper boss, whose

debut is marked with some

mega FMV!

A vast maze of underground

passages await you before you

reach Enrich. Although not too

taxing, your team are down to

low health following the con-

frontation with the last boss.

Emerging from the forest

caves, you move onward.

Enrich is huge Elizabethan

style town, replete with its

own castle! Now is the time to

get some answers from the

King... but he's possessed by

an evil spirit. And that witch

is powerful too!

Escaping the castle, you meet

up with Sabato who sends you

on a quest in the dungeons

under the town. Can you find

the key to the mysterious

mansion to the west?
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THE PLOT THICKENS...

Things are not looking good

for the Shining posse. The

forces of evil have possessed

the king and all the heroes

have is a key to a forboding

mansion. Are the rumours

true? Is there really a crea-

ture of incredible power lurk-

ing somewhere inside? Can he

offer any information that can

restore peace and tranquility

to the land?

UT THE COMBAT BEGIN!

The mansion is surrounded by

dense woodland. Although the

creatures inhabiting It are very

powerful, the experience and

the tools acquired so Tar give

our heroes the edge (hey need.

£8
1

1
mmM SWORDSMEN! WARRIORS! I

mmm i
PHYSICAL BATTLING

"
r a case of swiping a(

your chosen weapon. Obviously

this than sorcerers and s_

with a physical sti

of the swordsmen. Although

r case, although you

t only hitting for abi

points of damage, this is good enough for the lower end

:

sters you face. Things really start cooking when your chaianei

reaches around level 20 - then he can become a Champion,

and armed with the Sacred Sword scores well over 100 points

for one strike! Speed and attack potential are the 1

Once the guardian of the

clock has been defeated, you

meet Galm. An ancient being

of incredible cower. He tells

you that you need three

artifacts to vanquish the

evil spirits!
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The first port of call is the

South Shrine. Galm gave you a

mystical object - an artifact

that allows you to walk on the

ceiling! You'll need it.

te crop up to join your team. Once they do so, they

are controlled in battle exactly the same as your u-"

anting though: your basic 1"

ing to their possession by t

„ of the game. The new recruits are just mortal

if they die, an expensive revival ceremony at the nearest

ch is essential to get them on their feet again.

Walls pop up out of nowhere!

However, if you can find the

right spiral walkway, you can

progress past these areas.

Pretty intricate brain work is

required to get to the shrine!

At the shrine, a mathematical

puzzle of huge difficulty (like

A-level Maths at least)

awaits. Solve it and the

incredibly powerful Sacred

Sword is yours! That's if you

can defeat the mother of all

boss guardians!

WHAT NEXT?

It'll take you about 15 hours

of gameplay just to get this

far into Shining the Holy

Ark... and that's if you're

quite clever! We've covered a

lot of game in these strips,

but we're still far from the

end. There are two more arti-

facts to recover - the mirror

and the Dragon's Teeth - and

who knows what devilish cun-

ning is required to get these

Once all three are in

your possession you have the

to take down the evil

spirits once and for all... as

long as you have the brains

and skill n
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.BIG IN JAPAN

Continuing our unrivalled coverage of what's hot and what's not in The Land of the Rising Sun, this month we investigate Capcom's

latest 2D beat 'em up to hit the Saturn, Cyberbots. And as coin-op conversions go, they don't get much better than Cyberbots which

bodes well for the future of Capcom releases. Marvel Super Heroes anyone?

CYBERBOTS

D
f there s one thing that you can say

Capcom, it's that they don't believe
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FIGHTERS MEGAHIX
Six months after the Japanese release, European Saturn owners finally get to appreciate the latest and some might say greatest 3D

fighting game. Yes, Fighters MegaMix is finally here.

Akira demonstrates one of his awesome Virtua Fighter 5 moves!

n paper, this is quite clearly

the best fighting game in

theworldever.lt has 32

characters. It has all of the

Fighting Vipers and the Virtua Fighters ii

one big package. It has FV wall-based

backgrounds AND Tekken-style surrounds

too. It also happens to have ten secret

characters to find as well.

The list of features in Fighters MegaMix is

frankly amazing. The sheer amount of game in

there is enough to make this a priority Saturn purchase

and I'll quite happily say that the amount of fun you

thei

from this game makes this particular title

Imost a steal at the price.

The centrepiece of fighters MegaMix has to

be the Virtua Fighters. As regular readers of SSM

55^ know, these characters have the vast majority of

their techniques from arcade Virtua Fighter 3, giving

you plenty of time to practise the moves for the

forthcoming Saturn conversion or indeed the

arcade original. AM2 have deliberately left

ut some techniques to keep VF3 fresh

though, and most of the others have different effects in

MegaMix. So yes, while most of the moves are there the

fact is that MegaMix plays nothing like VF3.

Hageki Unshin Soukohmi: Stun Palm of Doom! Kage unleashes a Dragon Punch an Sanman!
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Above: Fighting Viper Jane unleashes an

backbreaker an VF's Jacky Bryant!

Akira's power uppercut is deadly!

Fighters MegaHix combines Vipers and VF to awesome effect!

A title with huge amounts Of depth and super-playability awaits!

So what does it play like exactly? It's certainly a

completely different experience to any of trie Virtua

Fighter series, despite the inclusion of the characters.

I would also add that Virtua Fighter 2 should be in

your CD collection alongside MegaMix because the

two games play so differently.

Fighters MegaMix has far more in common with

Fighting Vipers. The engine, although slightly refined,

remains the same but the basic bare-bones of the

gameplay remains the same too. Vipers could almost be

considered a junior version of VF in that moves are a lot

easier to produce, the pace is faster and the movement

is a lot "looser", allowing more complicated combos to

be produced with less effort. It's fair to say that players

of less skill will get a lot more out of the VF characters in

MegaMix than they will in VF2... or VF3 for that matter.

The bottom line is that because of the huge

amounts of similarity between Vipers and MegaMix,

the latter game really does make buying the former

a bad move.

The other question we've been hearing is, should I

buy MegaMix if I own VF2? Weli. as mentioned earlier,

the games are worlds apart in graphics and execution. I

have to admit that despite thinking MegaMix to be

superior in my initial few weeks with the game, 1 now

prefer Virtua Fighter 2 due to its more controlled sys-

tem and superior hi-res graphics. What lastability

Fighters MegaMix offers in terms of characters, VF2

matches with superior depth of gameplay with the

lesser amount of fighters on offer.

But MegaMix really is awesome fun. The combi-

nation of myriad gaming styies by including the Vipers

and the VFers in one game really is a unique proposi-

tion that simply MUST be experienced. The secret char-

acters are really cool too - Janet Marshall's moves are a

sub-set of Aoi's from VF3 (more good practise then) and

the inclusion of the Sonic Fighters is probably the only

time you'll ever be able to play these characters on the

Saturn (since the main game isn't likely to appear now).

And despite my comments earlier about VF pros

bemoaning the loose controls, it actually allows for

some truly incredible combinations.

Add in the Fighting Vipers/ Virtua Fighter rules

option, the chance to pick one of 32 different back-

grounds, and the vast amount of little secrets to dis-

cover and what you have is what can truly be

described as a once-in-a-lifetime videogame, which I

beseech you to go forth and purchase.

PAL CONVERSION: THE FACTS

Since we've had to wait so long foi the PAL

translation of Fighteis MegaMix to turn up,

you'd think that AM; would have handed in a

conversion that truly is of Virtua Fighter 2 cali-

bie. Oddly, VF; still rules supreme as the best

PAL translation ever (even though AM2 had less

time to do it) as PAL MegaMix does have a slight

degree of speed-loss and slightly bigger borders.

However, within minutes, we got used to the

speed as it is and it really doesn't have that

much of an impact at all. Compared to the slow

motion Tekken translation of PlayStation, this

translation is clearly Light years ahead.

What we will say is that Sega Europe have

done wonders in extending the longevity of the

game. I completed the Japanese version on my
first go, but newcomers will find the going a lot

tougher in the PAL game. Similarly the ten sec-

ond round option has been removed - and right-

ly so. In the Japanese version you could just hit

your foe and run away for the rest of the round.

Perhaps the best news about the PA1 translation

is the elimination of the slowdown that plagued

the Japanese version no end. Although it very,

very occasionally rears its ugly head, it's far

superior to what it was - and significantly better

than Fighting Vipers. This added smoothness

really adds to the professionalism of the game.

So all in all, there are many benefits to owning

the PAL game - it's cool!

Different enough to VF2 and indeed VF3 to

warrant immediate purchase. The fact that

it has huge depth and gargantuan levels of

payability helps too. Put short, you must

own this amazing game! I bought it myself

and so should you!

Shun's VF3 techniques mare unpredictable. *ICH LEADBETTER
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KINS OF FIGHTERS 95
Issue tt6 of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE featured this game on the front cover. Now, in issue #20, we finally review it - yes,

it's King of Fighters 95! But is it too little too late, or is KoF an everlasting classic?

Aerial fireballs? Forget Akunta, SNK invented them (right).

IT'S THREE ON THREE!

Perhaps the most noticeable difference

between King of Fighters and other beat 'em

ups is the Team Select system. The characters

in King of Fighters are split up into teams of

three, with fights being one round elimina-

tion contests. In the g4 edition (which never

made it to Saturn), you couldn't customise

your teams. In 95 (and indeed 96) you can

mix and match the multitude of characters as

you wise, allowing for over 3,000 different

variations of team!

n Japan, the King of Fighters series is one

of the most revered series of videogames

ever created. In 1994, K0F94 scooped

Famitsu Tsushin's prestigious Came of

the Year award (FT is the top-selling multiformat mag
in Japan). In 1995, the sequel was runner-up. Both

times, SNK successfully out-trumped every other

fighting game, 2D or 3D. Now that's some achieve-

ment considering the likes of Virtua Fighter and Street

Fighter Alpha were around at the time...

The thing is, the western world appears to have

a bit of a chip on its shoulder about SNK titles, which

explains their relatively low pop

ularity. The truth of the matter

that although Capcom reinvent

ed the fighting game genre

with Street Fighter 2, it has

been SNK that have been the

real innovators. See those ace

Super Combos in SF? SNK did

it literally years earlier in

their Fatal Fury and Art of

Fighting franchises.

What King of Fighters does

is bring together the various SNK

fighting game series in the guise of

one killer game. Just about everyth.

from their other titles (bar Samurai

Shodown) makes it way into KoF„,

and then some! King of Fighters is f

far deeper than any of the Street

fighter offerings - the official players guide in Japan

weighs in at over 500 pages!

Whereas Capcom concentrate on the fun

factor in their fighting games, SNK zero in on

technique. Literally months of play

await in King of Fighters as you

discover new techniques and new

'ff strategies. The whole concept of

j doing away with rounds and

instead using a team of three fight-

adds to the skill immensely (although

can go one-on-one if you really want).

In terms of audio-visuals, King of

Fighters is nigh-on arcade perfect. The sup-

plied cartridge means super-low loading

times and a perfect arcade look. Audio-wise,
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maximum power opening up his super move!

a game revered by true fighting fanatics King of Fighters

has never been taken seriously by the average gamer..

CARTING ABOUT

things ate awesome, despite the ridiculous comedy

speech. The CD music remains some of the best

available on Saturn.

Of course. King of Fighters' appeal rests on its

payability and that's where the bone of contention

lies. SNK fans swear blind that King of Fighters is far

superior to Street Fighter Alpha (and its sequel) sim-

ply because the element of skill required is that

much tougher making the rewards that much

sweeter. The majority of us are unlikely to reach that

pinnacle of skill, 500 page players guides (which you

can't get in the UK) or not.

King of Fighters 95 didn't receive many decent

reviews on its import release, but the fact is that if

you're good enough, it remains one of the greatest

fighting games of all-time. As to whether the import 96

version is better, well this is one case where the sequel

is actually a completely different game rather than just

an enhanced version of the previous year's game

(Electronic Arts take note), and both are incredible.

If it was a bit more user-friendly (like Street

Fighter is), King of Fighters would be a classic the

world over, but regardless, it's great to see a game of

such distinction available on Saturn.

RICH LEADBETTER ^

King of Fighters 95 is nigh-on arcade perfect,

thanks to the supplied ROM cartridge, which

doubles the amount of memory on-boaid the

Saturn to a whopping four megabytes! This

means tiny loading times and virtually no

compromise from the arcade original. It's

probably down to the age of the game, but the

good news is that despite no price being

announced at this time, it's virtually certain

that King of Fighters 95 will retail at much
the same price as other new games, despite

the cart's inclusion.

Joe Higashi shows most ungentlemanly conduct in this particu-

larly violent scresiwhot. Bye-bye knee-capi!

A truly remarkable videogame... if you've

got the skills to get the most out of it. If

you haven't, stick with Street Fighter Alpha

2. If you have, you'll appreciate the true

artistry SNK have pu

Chang's super finishes off Ryo (left). The Team Battle is a fea

ture originally created in this game (right) and it's ace!
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PANDEMONIUM
Another second rate conversion of a PlayStation game on the Saturn? Is it chuff. Pandemonium is amongst the new breed of games

showing just what the Saturn is capable of when competently programmed.

So the Saturn can't handle transparencies eh?

Well, no. This is all set to change as

Pandemonium features some impressive trans-

parency effects, curling smoke clouds and trans-

parent shields are in abundance and with news

that Core's forthcoming Ninja has some of the

most impressive effects ever seen on the Saturn,

things are looking rosy indeed. Hoorah!

Chech out these cool Saturn transparency effects!

Qf the deluge of platform games to adorn tht

Saturn of late, none have shone sufficiently

to be regarded as grade A Saturn titles. Not

even the debut appearance of Sonic was

good enough to attain a score in the nineties.

Well that's all set to change with the imminent

release of Pandemonium, a conversion of the

critically acclaimed PlayStation platform

game. So impressed were Sega with the

conversion work being undertaken that

they snapped up the rights to the game

from BMC to release it themselves over here.

But we're not ones to fall for all that hype,

instead preferring to judge each game on its indi

vidua I strengths and weaknesses.

From the moment you load up Pandemonium yoi

: in for a treat as the cool FMV intro kicks in.

Bottom bouncing aplenty here. Hikki is naughty but nice.

Therein the storyline is explained with the two main

characters, Fargus and Nikki, gettingthemselves in a

spot of bother Whilst casting spells, they accidentally

summon up a huge monster with destruction and may-

hem ensuing. Naturally, the only way to stop the

monster is to finish the game. You can play as

either of the two characters, whose abilities

differ slightly in that Nikki can jump some

way higher than Fargus who instead

employs a spinning attack with which to

defeat smaller enemies. Once selected the

game begins proper.

The aim of Pandemonium is simple

igh, progress almost constantly to the right of

each level along the various platforms until you reach

the exit. There are around twenty levels awaiting you

with treasure littered along the way to collect. The

The graphics are the game's biggest selling point. The visuals are in glorious

3D with a bright colour pallete and look most spectacular indeed.

WOOLWORTHS

-^-
Pandemonium's clever mix of 3D visuals and 2D gameplay make it an essential

Saturn purchase. If you're gagging for a decent platformer - here it is.
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DYNAMIC CAMERA

Fargus and Nikki are on an epic quest te save their home town from a mystical mass of monsters. Crikey!

amount you retrieve is shown as a percentage score at

the end of each level with the aim being to collect all

ioo% of the treasure. If only it that were that easy

though, as all manner of bizarre polygon creatures

inhabit each of the levels and attempt to thwart your

progression as best they can. Like all good platformers

these are destroyed by bouncing on their heads or if

playing as Fargus by using his Sonic-style spin-dash

attack. In addition, power-ups are collected which allow

either of the two characters to fire beams which have

the effect of shrinking or freezing enemies making pro-

gression through the level a tad simpler. Every so often

you'll come across a huge boss character to defeat

before progressing onto the later levels, such as the

Shroom Lord whom, if given the opportunity fires,

smaller mushroom projectiles at you. Admittedly this

hardly sounds original, but then you'll find very little

that is in Pandemonium. However, what Pandemonium

does do well, is take all the classic elements of the bil-

lions of platformers before it and combines them to

make a superb game.

The graphics however, are possibly the game's

biggest selling point. The visuals are in glorious 3D with

a bright colour pallete and look most spectacular

indeed. However, this proves somewhat misleading as

Pandemonium is essentially a 2D platform game with

the player only being able to move the character left or

right through each level. Unfortunately, this linear style

gives you a distinct lack of freedom when playing

despite the multiple routes but this is one of

Pandemonium's few shortcomings.

Each of the levels is magnificently designed

and incredibly varied featuring some of the most spec-

tacular camera angles courtesy of the "floating cam-

era". Polygon glitching is also barely noticable. The

bottom line is that Pandemonium is an excellent con-

version of the PlayStation original that easily sur-

passed our previous expectations. The graphics are

excellent, the gameplay is fast and varied and proves

to be a most enjoyable package.

4j>
LEE NUTTER ^

One of the most impressive things you'll

notice whilst playing Pandemonium is the

way the floating camera automatically zooms

about
,
giving you the best possible panoramic

view of the action. This is done in such a way
as to give playeis just enough field of vision

ahead to allow them to see and react to any

approaching enemies, but not too much as to

take away the element of surprise. Cor, aren't

those Crystal Dynamics folks clever?

Despite being quite linear, Pandemonium

excels in terms of graphics and gameplay

and is by some way the best platformer on

the Saturn.

Although Fargus may lack the character

appeal of Sonic, he's still got some nifty

as his trademark cartwheel attack

and Jester-headed magic
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MR BONES
If you've read this issue in any kind of order, you'll no doubt have read the Pandemonium review by now and have seen that it pretty

much has the platform genre sewn up. Enter Mr Bones as a late contender for the crown.

Rescue the little people from the clutches of the evil spiders.

PRE-RENDERED GRAPHICS

Much of the graphics in Mr Bones are pre-ren-

dered which are blended in with the sprites ir

the foreground to make some of the levels

appear quite stunning. The huge skeletal

remains of the dinosaur guardian in the dry

mote level are particularly impressive.

HLB e should always be dubious of games

I "
Y J that take so long to come to fruition, as it

K A M is very rare that it is because the pro-

LH grammers are striving to make the game
better. Case in point: Spot Goes To Hollywood and

Scorcher. Like Segasoft's Mr Bones they were

announced for the Saturn right at the very beginning

and all three looked mightily impressive. But that was

then and this is now. Inevitably as programmers

become more familiar with the Saturn, new doors are

opened which allows for bigger and better games

making the older ones look a tad dated. But we're pre-

pared to give Mr Bones a fair crack of the whip and

cast aside all preconceived notions and misguided

aspersions we may have previously been harbouring.

It certainly appears as if a lot of effort went into

making Mr Bones, Cod knows they had enough time.

Each and every one of the twenty something levels are

different from the last, combining totally different

styles of gameplay into one massive game. I say mas-

sive because it comes on two CDs, due in no small part

to the huge amount of FMV sequences that have been

packed into it. Yep, those crazy Americans really love

their story telling FMV sequences. The game begins

with the frankly appalling graveyard chase level which

is off-putting to say the least and doesn't bode well for

the rest of the game. Playing as Mr Bones, you are

chased through a hazardous graveyard by a bunch of

marauding skeletons leaping over grave stones and

avoiding ditches. After that the levels get more and

more bizarre as you stagger through them attempting

to keep your limbs together. You see, being a skeleton

your body is vulnerable to enemy attack which sheds

various parts of your skeletal anatomy. Luckily Mr

Bones can reform himself back to his original state to

allow you to continue through the game.

As I've already mentioned, each of the twenty-

something levels are completely different from the last

and some are genuinely original. Whether it's belting

ups in this Tempest 2000-atyle stage. Collision with the stained glass window is imminent, methinks.
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One of the more bizarre levels of Mi Bones

requires our platform heio to blast out si

nifty lock 'n' roll riffs in time to the back-

ground rhythm guitar through a series of joy-

pad button presses. If the vast and hostile

audience of skeletons like what they hear,

theii eyes will glow blue and they wave their

lighters in the air. Once you've won them over,

it's on to the next level. Cool dudel

The bottom line is that segasofts Mr Bones is yet another classic

example of a Saturn game that offers too little, too late

out guitar riffs to an audience of skeletons, or swim-

ming through the Tomb Raider-esque underground

caverns, smashing through pane glass windows or

even telling jokes by making random button presses.

"Why did the cow cross the road? To get to the udder

side!" And so forth. You get the general idea of the

kind of sad American sitcom sense of humour we're

talking about here. With the exception of the jokes

though, originality and variety is one thing Mr Bones

isn't short of, the problem being however that each of

the levels plays like a bonus level from a platform

game rather than the game itself. The differing game
concepts just don't fit together properly even with the

massive FMV s

thing together. Sur

gameplay styles in

Trilogy, but to my r

Mr Bones comes at

the time you're not

which attempt to hold the

the same idea of having different

>ne game worked with Die Hard

ind that is the only such example,

oss as a bit of a mismatch. Half

aware of what is required to suc-

cessfully complete the level until it's too late, which is

frustrating to say the least.

Graphically, it's pretty hit and miss with Mr
Bones. There's no denying that some of the pre-ren-

dered levels look quite stunning with the overlaid

sprites blending quite well. Just check out the huge

dinosaur creature guarding the dry mote and you'll see

what I mean. Other levels however, such as the very

first graveyard level are extremely poor looking dis-

tinctly 16-bit in their appearance.

The most obvious downside to Mr Bones howev-

er, is that it was made with an American audience in

One of the few traditional 2D platform levels In the game.

mind. That means the standard soft-rock guitar sound-

track, cheesy FMV sequences, terrible voice overs by

struggling actors and a sense of humour that makes

Cannon and Ball look like comic geniuses.

The bottom line is that Mr Bones is another clas-

sic example of too little, too late. Who knows, a year or

two ago this may have gone done quite well. There's

certainly a lot of variety in there and I can even see

younger children enjoying this, if the idea of a decom-

posed skeleton game doesn't appear too macabre for

parents. But essentially we demand so much more

from our games these days than a series of short

bonus game-like levels strung together by endless

amounts of cheesy FMV sequences. Hopefully Segasoft

will put this one behind them and concentrate their

efforts on bringing us some decent software. By the

way, if you read the American import mags you're

probably aware that they love this game over there.

But bear in mind these are the same people who gave

Blazing Dragons a very high mark, so treat their opin-

ions with the contempt they deserve.

LEE NUTTER ^^

The typically annoying American sense of 'humour' rears its

ugly head in Mr Banes in the joke telling level.

A shambling mismatch of a game that has

plenty of variety in the levels, but very lit-

tle else to offer. Best ar~
SJ
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HECHWARRIOR 2
From Pentium PC to Sega Saturn, the MechWarrior series successfully strides from system to system. But is Activision's armoured

avenger really the titanium-plated tyrant it's made out to be?

[activision

STRATEGY SHOOT'EH UP

TECHNOLOGICAL TERRORS
31st century combat is explosive to say the least,

as opposing Clans face off against each other,

piloting armoured BattleMechs. These lumber-

ing machines represent the cutting edge of mili-

tary hardware and as such pack state-of-the-art

firepower. There are a total of twelve accessible

Mech's to choose from ranging from the hit-and-

run capabilities of the Firemoth to the slow, yet

powerful Warhawk. Selecting the right machine

for the right mission is essential. Success is

imperative, the Clans will not tolerate failure!

CHOOSE MECH FOR COMBAT

it wide range of game options allow players to tackle up to 48

challenging campaigns and even test out a training mode.

EJ
hile Krary Ivan may have failed to

ipress those Saturn owners expecting

1 action-packed, clash of the titans-

style shoot 'em up, Activision's latest PC-

to-console offering more than makes up for

Psygnosis' paltry effort. For those of you not familiar

with the FASA created futuristic world of BattleTech,

MechWarrior z offers players the opportunity to pilot

a towering mobile assault suit and take on similar-

ly adorned forces from opposing Clans.

Sticking closely to the RPG game of the

same name, the MechWarrior series has

evolved from its humble beginnings as

a turn-based combat simulation with

players employing metal figures, multi-

ple-sided dice and encyclopedia-length

rule books - to a highly praised multi-

player PC game. With the Saturn version

of the game, developer Digital Domain h

produced a supremely satisfying strategy shoot

'em up guaranteed to tax both your military mind

and your itchy trigger finger.

By producing a customised Saturn game,

Activision have essentially taken the very best missions

and Mechs from the original PC version, ensuring that

players face a real variety of campaigns and opponents

in their quest to claim the galaxy. You see, in the explo-

sive world of MechWarrior 2, warring Clans battle for

supremacy by engaging each other in violent, high-tech

^^B ^^^

combat. However, the ground-based

battles of old have long since been

superseded, with both sides now
employing BattleMechs - essentially walk-

multi-ton mechanoids piloted by brave

warriors. After signing on as a potential Mech

pilot, players may opt to fight for either the Wolf Clan or

Jade Falcon Clan, two opposing factions bent on each

others destruction. Selecting a Clan requires players to

undertake one of two campaigns: Trial of Refusal (16

missions) or a further eight mini-missions - created

exclusively for the Saturn game -which are only to be

attempted by experienced pilots. Before plunging head-

long into the smoke and destruction of battle though,

warriors must first choose a Mech for their next mission

Digital Domain have produced a supremely satisfying strategy shoot 'em up

guaranteed to tax both your military mind and your itchy trigger finger.

MechWarrior's smooth visuals stomp all over the PS version! ire you a hotshot MechWarrior pilot?
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REVIEWED

Follow the blue arrow to reach objectives.

As a skilful one player adventure, MechWarrior 2 stands

head and Shoulders above its peers. An essential purchase.

from an initially limited selection. Completion of each

campaign, and progression through the Clan's ranks,

provides access to faster, fiercer Mechs such as the

Dire Wolf and Warhawk.

Each mission requires warriors to complete a set

number of objectives, detailed in the pre-mission brief-

ing, and survive the encounter in one piece. Campaigns

range from providing covering fire for civilian convoys to

all-out assaults on enemy territory. While these tasks

may sound straightforward enough, cocky pilots will

soon learn that some degree of skill is essential in order

to avoid an early battlefield grave. Fortunately,

MechWarrior 2's handy Training mode provides novice

players with a crash course in Mech handling, weapons

usage, basic hunting and even a trial-by-fire initiation

test in order to get your skills up to speed.

The Mechs themselves are armed with a

of offensive and defensive weapons including

Pulse Lasers, Autocannons and Missile

Launchers all of which may be combined

and fired simultaneously. Furthermore,

certain Mechs are also equipped with

RUST IN PIECE!

jump jets enabling airborne assaults to be undertaken.

While the sheer wealth of options and multiple

armoured craft on display are impressive enough,

MechWarrior's intuitive control system makes the game

a joy to play. While the PC employed a sometimes clumsy

mouse/keyboard set-up, the Saturn's perfectly designed

joypads easily handle the game's many vital control func-

tions. When campaigns become complicated and light-

ning-like reflexes are required, it's comforting to know

that your retreat and/or advance won't be hampered by

a misplaced trigger button. Likewise, those critics of the

Saturn's technical capabilities will be silenced once they

see MechWarrior 2 in motion. Smooth scrolling back-

grounds, gloomy alien landscapes and minimal pop-up

combine to make this a thoroughly enjoyable yet incredi-

bly testing 3D shoot 'em up. Fans of the original PC game

will find little to gripe about here, the game's much-

raided strategy elements having been

retained, while Saturn owners will gain yet

another challenging title that, unlike

many recent releases, won't be complet-

ed injustafew hours.

Sadly, MechWarrior's biggest

downfall has to be its lack of multi-

player options. There's no split-screen

two player versus mode, link cable option

or even a Netlink offering. While it's accept-

able for Activision to claim that a lack of devel-

opment time has meant that the game's multi-player

options have fallen by the wayside there's no denying

that this addition would have ensured MechWarrior 2's

winning status. As it stands, Saturn owners have been

robbed of yet another potential multi-player master-

piece but as a skilful one player adventure, MechWarrior

2 stands head and shoulders above its peers.

While each Mech is certainly a formidable foe,

these mechanical marvels are still prone to

malfunctions. For combat pilots, keeping theii

machines in optimum condition is paramount.

Sustained firing of any weapon will overheat

the device causing it to shutdown momentarily.

With primary weapons off line, warriors are

often required to switch to secondary systems

while their true destructive capabilities

recharge. While recharging, Mechs are vulnera-

ble to enemy attacks which can disable the

machine's systems further, resulting in a lack of

movement and their untimely destruction.

Careful aiming of wessons is required to hit distanced targets. MATT V E
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SCORCHER
Piloting an anti-gravity forcefield bike through deserted post-apocalyptic urban wasteland type of games are an area largely

overlooked on the Saturn with the notable exception of WipEout. Until now that is.

Graphically speaking, Scorcher, more so than

most other games, demonstrates what the

Saturn is capable of. Processing more polygons

at a higher resolution than just about any

game you can think of and running at 30

frames per second it really is the dog's bollocks.

One of the best graphical touches though are

the amazing lighting effects which feature

throughout the game and look stunning.

or those people who haven't picked up a

video games magazine in the last few

years, Scorcher is a futuristic racer from

those people at Scavenger, though by

the time it finally gets released it could well be a pre-

sent day racer. Why? Well Scorcher has been kicking

around in one form or another for years now and was

originally planned for the ill-fated 32X. Coded by

Danish programmers Zyrinx (the people responsible

for the Megadrive hit Sub-Terrania and the sequel Red

Zone) they produced some jaw-dropping demos, but

alas nothing came of it. A format change later and

early demos of a game called Vertigo on the Saturn

emerged and wowed crowds with some awesome hi-

res super-smooth visuals. So impressed were Sega

that they sent out pre-released copies to encourage

US developers to produce games for their system.

Then Scavenger disappeared and reappeared at ran-

dom over the next couple of years showing off their

newly titled Scorcher which has seemed near to com-

pletion for the last year or so. Months ago we ran a

preview on it believing ft to be just about ready and

waited and waited. What seems like an eternity later we

finally have a reviewable copy, but after literally years of

hype could Scorcher possibly live up to expectations?

There's no denying that Scorcher is visually one

of the most impressive games to appear on the

Saturn. Running at 30 frames per second, with light-

sourcing and clever clip-masking hiding any ugly pop-

up, it's hard to find fault with the graphics. Visually

it's at least on a par with Rally, maybe even surpass-

ing it. But unfortunately for Scavenger graphics alone

do not make a good game and this is where

Scorcher's shortcomings are revealed.

The game itself is a racing game where you pilot

an anti-gravity bike of some sort through six different

post-apocalyptic tracks against three other oppo-

nents. There are three different racing modes;

Championship, where you have to win each race to

progress to the next track; Time Attack, which is just

Scorcher is visually one of the most impressive games to appear on the Saturn,

running at 30 fps, with light-sourcing and clever clip-masking

Though smashing through temporary road

barriers may look rather nice, it has the

undesirable effect of slowing your craft down.

Such is the excellence of the graphics engine, that taking a bad

I screenshot is simply impossible.
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Your spherical craft tends to ricochet around the track making

Scorcher more like a game of marbles than a racing game.

POWER-UPS

Scorcher is a game that I've been looking forward to for years and will

go down in video games history as one of the biggest missed opportunities ever.

you against the clock; and Practice Mode. The latter

two options however are only accessible after suc-

cessful completion of the Championship mode.

Parallels can be drawn with WipEout in that power-

ups can be collected which boost your speed consider-

ably until you collide with an opponent or obstacle to

slow you down again. There are two different kinds of

these, the glowing green prisms which must be

smashed through, and with the use of the boost but-

ton increases your speed. The other is a green pad on

the road which, when you run over it, extends down

the road and following its path boosts your speed.

What makes Scorcher different from other racers

is that the racing often takes place on multiple plat-

forms, hence the inclusion of a jump button which

allows you to switch from one level to the next.

Various obstacles also litter your path including holes

in the road which must be avoided and barriers which

you can smash through.The music featured through-

out the game is pretty good too in a thumping techno

kind of way and fits quite well with the frantic nature

of thegameplay.

However what could well have been an excellent

racer is let down badly by several aspects of the

game. To draw comparisons with Rally, what

made it such an undoubtedly great game

was the large range of options, the clever and varied

track design and the amazing amount of control you

had over your car. None of the aforementioned attrib-

utes can be seen in Scorcher. The options are very lim-

ited with only three racing modes, no two player, no

vehicles to choose from, the one you get isn't cus-

tomisable. you can't change the number of laps or

even have manual gears. The track design is terrible,

whoever thought of combining a platform game with

a driving game should be shot. It simply doesn't work.

The inclusion of obstacles and holes in the road only

serves to slow the action down. The six tracks are also

remarkably similar and indistinguishable from one

another and have a dull grey kind of appearance,

though I presume that's what a post-apocalyptic

world looks like. The amount of control you exhibit

over your vehicle is negligible with your vehicle rico-

cheting all over the place. The clipping is okay as

most of it is cleverly hidden but some is still appar-

ent as is glitching here and there. Not only that but

there is an abundance of slowdown which detracts

from the gameplay immensely and happens even

when you're alone on the screen. Which leads on to

possibly the biggest gripe I have with Scorcher,

you're alone for most of the race as there are

ily three other competitors, which makes

racing boring to say the least.

Scorcher is a game I've been look-

ing forward to for years but will go

down in video games history as one of

the biggest missed opportunities ever.

The graphics engine is obviously excel-

lent, it's just a shame that not much

thought went into the gameplay. Maybe

Scavenger should have done this on the

PlayStation instead where graphics over game-

play win every time and sell by the bucket load. Those

of us who want a racer that's good to play should

avoid this and get hold of Manx TT now.

ff,NUTTER ^

Although youi craft moves at a fair late it

becomes necessary to collect speed boosts in a

similar vein to WipEout if you want to win any

races. There are two different kinds of these,

the glowing prisms which once collected boost

your speed (when you activate the boost but-

ton) and the green pads which (once you run

over them) extend down the road boosting

your speed if you follow their path.

Impressive backgrounds eh? Past-apocalyptic racing fun.

in i

Another grey stretch of road. Excellent lighting effects.

A graphically excellent racing title where

the gameplay appears to have been more of

an afterthought than an integral part of

the game.
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SHINING THE HOLY ARK
When it comes to deep, involving role-playing games, you can't really get much better than the Saturn - now playing host to the latest

in the great "Shining" series of role-playing games!

There is certainly a huge amount of stuff to

explore and enjoy in Shining the Holy Ark, The good

thing is that Team Sonic have taken the best bits of

Shining Wisdom and innovated everything else to cre-

ate an even better experience. So it's goodbye 2D, hello

textured polygon 3D! The graphics have been given a

severe facelift, with everything now being a mixture

s and sprites.

It has to be said that the main "meat and

drink" of the game, the areas you really need

to explore - these aren't really that good

looking. A tunnel is a tunnel is a tunnel, after

II, and that's where you spend your first hour of

he game. It's not exactly the most promising of

starts, but things soon pick up.

Where the graphics really do look superb

is in the villages that connect the v;

of the plot progression takes place here

and it's here that you meet the majority of

the game's cast. Luckily these aspects of

game are really well represented

hanks to the brilliance of the char-

acter design and their surround-

ings. It's a bit of a shame that

the actual levels look so

^ much more dull, but the

simple fact of the matter is

that those latter sections offer huge

imounts of exploration potential, and

something has to suffer.
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The greatest Shining adventure yet is utterly amazing!

A vast game of intrigue and tactical cunning awaits you! Don't miss it!

In these levels, gameplay is split into three distinct

sections. There is the walking {or running) about,

examining the location to find hidden treasure, or tak-

ing on the monsters that jump out to accost you. As is

the RPC tradition, taking out the meanies gives you

gold and experience points that you use to gain levels

and purchase better equipment. It's also something of

a "Shining" tradition that you can't really turn a corner

without indulging in some form of combat. This is easi-

ly the most repetitive area of the game, but the fact is

that it comes with the territory - Shining Wisdom was

the same. Luckily Shining the Holy Ark manages to

keep things interesting with a wealth of different

adversaries, each with different capabilities that make

each confrontation a different tactical challenge. As you

would imagine, there are a huge array of magical spells

and different weapons to look out for too. Ves it might

seem to get a bit repetitive, but the combat system is

EL v >

Rodi (left) is at first your enemy... until necessity forces him to

become your ally!

key to the entire game. As well as the game system,

RPGs thrive on having a decent storyline to follow. Now
having played this with Japanese text for the last few

months, I can honestly say that understanding exactly

what's going on really makes a difference. The premise

is certainly cool: your band of mercenaries are originally

hired to track down an outlaw hiding in an under-

ground network. However, a cave-in causes your prey to

suddenly develop amnesial That being the case he

decides to team up with you lot to find out who he is

and what he's doing, as well as help you to locate a

missing team member who was possessed by an evil

spirit as he lay unconscious after the cave-in. Got that?

Good. Well obviously things get a bit more complicated

as the game progresses. Over 16 hours of my last week-

end were spent on this one game (see the showcase to

see the extent of my travels).

The bottom line is that Shining the Holy Ark is the

best RPC I've played in ages. The combination of grip-

ping story, huge exploration potential plus excellent

fighting action makes it a great buy- one of those

games that offers weeks of compelling play, the sort of

title that MUST be played right through to its conclu-

sion. I know it's an RPG and so won't gain mass accep-

tance, but rest assured: this game is just... EPIC!

As well as gaining more experience points,

you can improve your characters' fighting

effectiveness by kitting them out with better

weapons and superior armour. You find this

dotted around the levels, but really you need

to spend the gold coins you get from the

defeated meanies in the various villages

between the levels on new wares. Your fight-

ing power is also increased with better magic

spells, and these are learned automatically

upon gaining new levels of power.

|HK

The most advanced Shining game yet and a

thoroughly enjoyable adventure in its own

right, hours and DAYS slip away when you

play this amazing game!

EICH LEADBETTER
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SEGA SATURN™ tips
There hasn't been many games released over the past month or so has there? Which will probably show in out tips pages this month, there

aren't any spectacular tips this month but I am sure you'll be pleased with the ones we have printed this month. I am very sorry for the

"Duff" Tomb Raider tip printed last month, the supposedly hot cheat came from Core themselves so we didn't print the tip based on

rumours. Please keep sending your tips and cheats to: Tips Section, Sega Saturn Magazine, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle Of Dogs, London, E14 9TZ

TOMB RAIDER
Okay people, I called upon Core again and

spoke directly to the programmers to check

out the level skip cheat and this is what

they gave me. If these cheats do not

work, you can stamp on my
privates... Phil. (/'(/ be takingyou up on

that - Rich).

Stage Skip

While playing, pause the game
and go to your passport. Flip to

the last page. Press Z, V, Z, Y, X,

X, X, START, and you should

hear a sound. Now use the exit

page as if you were leaving the gai

Instead of going back to the title s

should show you the screen for finishing thi

level.

Full Ammo Cheat

While playing, pause the game and go to

your passport. Flip to the last page. Press

X, Y, X, Y, Z, Z, Z, START, You shouldn't hear a

sound. Then enter the level skip code from

above. On the next level you should have

the weapons.

ANDRETTI RACING
Here's a nice little tip to gain extra stock cars in

Andretti's Racing

In the career mode enter your name as CO BRUINS!

for 6 secret stock cars or if you want 7 secret stock

cars enter your name as GO BEARS!

GUN GRIFFON

youi

still getting queries about this game, so to put

minds at ease I dug up a few old cheats.

Unlimited Ammo
At the title screen press B, B, B, C, START

Invincibility Code

Press LEFT, RICHT.B ,C ,C, START at the title

Using these codes, you'll be able to kick some Ru;

and nick their Vodka at the same time... ha, ha! d

NHL HOCKEY
A strange set of cheats here, try them yourself and have

a laugh. Well a laugh of sorts anyway.

During the 2 player (skating) introductions press the X, Y,

Z buttons and the Left and Right buttons simultaneous-

ly. Then during the National Anthem press the following

for different results.

L and R buttons for "Big Players"

A and X buttons for "The Gravity Sink" (puck goes to the

centre or ice)

A and B buttons for "Midget Fatboys"

AYZ Buttons for "Upside Down Dudes"

XYR buttons for "Bouncy Puck"

Also, some codes can be combined, such as AYZ, then IR

Build a perfect player code

Are you getting a bit bored with the way the players

are in this lacklustre so-called simulation of the game
that is Ice Hockey. Well here's a code to change all of

that right here!

When building a player, when setting the player

attributes press A-B-C-X-Y-Z to allow the player to be

perfect in every category. And away you go. Have some

funn with this one...
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MR BONES
Level Select

Atthe Start menu, press R
:
L, R, R, L, R, L, L, R, L, R,

R. Then choose level select' which will now be

highlighted just as if you had completed the

Silly Mr Bones

On any of the stages where you can blow off

your body parts, do so, and use different combi-

nations of X. Y, and Z to put yourself back

together in different ways.

NEED FOR SPEED
Warrior Car and Lost Vegas track

Enter the tournament mode, put in 'TSYBNS' as

your name, then exit the tournament mode. You

should now have the Warrior Car and Lost Vegas

track selectable.

Race on Dirt Roads

While selecting your track, hold in the L and R

buttons, and you'll get a dirt road version of the

selected track.

Two New Views

After playing for a while, pause the game, go

into the Instant Replay option, and change the

view to the highest. Then, press play, exit while

holding B and press the change view button five

times very quickly. It's tough to do, so it may not

work the first time.

Change the Speedometer

At the Title screen, hold X+Y+Z on Controller 2

and on Controller ! press START to begin a new

game. Your speed with then be measured in kilo-

metres per hour. What an utterly fascinating lit-

tle cheat there.

ULTIMATE MK3
Play Human Smoke

Player I; After selecting the robot hold

Left+HP+BLOCK+HK+Run

Additional V5 Kombat Codes

390-000 Player 1 inflicts half damage

000-390 Player 2 inflicts half damage

390-390 Both Players inflict half damage

722-722 Combo System Enabled

321-789 Super Run Jumps

555"556 Special Moves Disabled

688-433 Quick Uppercuts

040-404 Real Kombat

024-689 Super Endurance

975-310 Regenerating Power bars

Ultimate Code (Debug Menu)

At the title screen hit C.Right shift, A, Z, Y. C, V,

Right shift, A, X ( Crazy Cyrax)

Hit Up on the main options to reveal the ? symbol. Cheats aplenty for this cracking Williams title.

WORLD WIDE SOCCER
It has to be said that Sega Worldwide Soccer is

undoubtedly the best soccer simulation on

Saturn by a huge chalk.

We printed a large amount of the special moves

in the last edition of the magazine and just

about the only remaining move is now printed

right here for your fun and enjoyment.

So without any further ado, let's get on with the

Rainbow Kick move!

Rainbow Kick

LEFT, LEFT-DOWN, DOWN, RIGHT-DOWN,

RIGHT+B.

WORMS
New Weapons

At the Weapons Options screen, make sure the c

sor is not highlighting any of the options, and press

C + Z (xg). If done correctly, the new weapons

should appear
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FIGHTERS MEGAMIX
Now the game has been officially unveiled we can

reveal the cheats and stuff. There's plenty of hidden

gear in this AMAZING game so let's stop arsing

about and get to work! We're revealing some cheats

this month and some in the next issue. Just to keep

you interested.

Secret Characters

Pretty obvious, really. The ten secret characters are

accessed by completing each of the one-player

courses. For new the School Girl Candy, simply press

X when selecting her once you've completed the

Novice course. However, before you steam through

all of the different routes, perhaps you should take

note of the next tip...

Patience Card Game
Complete all of the one-player courses, EXCEPT the

last one. Now get over 1000 OKs on the Training

Mode and now go to one-player mode and select

the final course using the L button on the controller,

-game is found!

Afterburner Plane

On BM's stage with a two-player game, have both

players hold down thei

TheAfterbume

plane stn

Musk on

Training Mode
You're likely to spend

alotoftimein

Training Mode and

that music can

really grate. Press

Startand usetheL

and R buttons to

cycle through every

tune in the game!

DOOM
Invincibility

Yes, we know it's poor, but those of you who did

buy this travesty might find this code rather

handy -if only to get to the absymal Club Doom
level. Pause the game, and type in: Down, Y, X, R,

Right, L, Left, 8. If the marine's eyes light up, the

cheat ha; worked.

CRUSADER NO REMORSE

Become Invincible or Saturn Doom. If you were lunatic

enough to buy the game.

MANXTTSUPERBIKE
Fast Start

ss accelerate and brake when the announcer

says "2"... then as he says "1" release the brake, and

keep the accelerator revving at '0,000 rpm. Once

he says "Go!", you'll have one hell of a fast start.

DIE HARD ARCADE
Remixed Soundtrack

Here's your chance to remix some of the game's ace

es. At the title screen, press and hold X+Y+Z before

you press Start to choose Die Hard Arcade.

Deep Scan Trick

At the title screen, press and hold X+Y+Z before you

press Start to choose Deep Scan. When the game starts,

a screen full of subs should all attack you at once.

Getting tons of creds should be no problem.

These arrived at the last minute and should pro

handy for anyone stuck on EA's isometric shoot-

em-up.

Easy Setting Passcodes

Level 2 FWQP
Level 3 PLRQ

Level 4 SZNF

Level 5 TD5S

Level 6 J1FJT

Level 7 K2CV

Level 8 N3DW
Level 9 M4EX

Level id X5GZ

Level 11 C6HO
Level 12 D7J1

Level 13 F8K2

Level 14 FGL3

Level 15 JFM4

BAKU BAKU ANIMAL
Tons of puzzle game; have hit the market, yet

Baku Baku remain; one of the best!

League Mode
At the title screen, press B, A, C, Up, B, A, C, Up. You

should hearvoices shouting if the code worked.

Go to the main menu and there will be a new
option, "League Mode".

/W-iil""',

Baku Baku has a bidden league mode and you n
above this picture!
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VIRTUA FIGHTER KIDS
Fight Silver Dura I

Highlight Akira on the character select screen and

press Down, Up, Right, Left and A. To get golden

Dura!, press Down, Up, Left, Right and A.

Wireframe Mode

After beatingthegameon the hard-

est setting, hold down the L and R

buttons when choosing your

character.

Play as Fish BowlDural

After entering the Dural

select code, press and hold

C when you choose between

Normal and Kids mode, and

keep it held until the match

begins. Dural's head should

be transparent, and have

a fish swimming around

inside it. Hilarious eh?

Watch Mode Camera Angles

While in Watch mode, hit X to get a random camera

angle. After doing so, you can use any of the follow-

ing to switch camera angles: 1_ R, X. Y. Z, A, B, C.

Special Win Poses

If you win with a Time Over with either Jacky or

Shun Di, you get a special lava Tea' pose.

Combo Master Mode

After choosing your character, then when deciding

between Normal and Kids, press Up ten times. The

words "Combo Master Mode" should appear near

the bottom of the screen.

The Best Code Ever! We Wish...

This only happens to be one of the most exciting

codes we've ever printed... and in many ways one

of the most disappointing. This Hexen code opens

up every single cheat mode you can imagine -the

ability to walk through walls, god mode for invin-

cibility... and what's this... LINK-UP MODE?!

Still, here's the code. Enter it on the options

screen: Up, Down, Left, Right, Y, Y, Z, Z, A, X, Up,

Down, C, B.

We have to admit to being super-excited about

the potential of link-up gameplay! Hexen was one

of the best multi-player games on PC until Quake

turned up and we were gagging for a go. Once we
appropriated the link-cable we sat down and got

to work only to discover the following... it only just

works. Frame rate changes with the tide, you can't

restart once you've died and also the game loses

synchronisation, meaning that the two of you

aren't communicating properly, leading to a crash.

Oh well, it's a great cheat any way and since hard-

ly any of you have a link-up cable any way, it's

unlikely to affect you. However, it's a shame that

the majority of the work (DeathMatch only

objects) has been put it. Very frustrating. Probe

Software, you've let us down.

Virtu a Fighter Kids has more hidden codes than Virtu a

Fighter 1 - and they're all pretty damn cool! Fishbowl Head

Dural is pretty cool as is the Fighters' Eyes mode!

Maybe It's goading you a bit to show the previously hidden

link-up mode but no-one was more disappointed than us

that Probe didn't get the link-up mode working properly.

Q&A TIPS CENTRE
Once again, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE aims to help

out the stuck gamesplayers around Europe with

their most difficult gaming problems. Name a

game you're stuck at, describe the problem and we
shall solve it for you. It's that simple. Just write

away NOW to Q+A TIPS CENTRE, SEGA SATURN

MAGAZINE, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle of Dogs, London

E14 9TZ. We beseech you not to phone us up with

your tips queries: if we took all your calls you'd

never get a magazine in time! We will endevour to

reply to ALL tips queries in the tips pages. Hence

the name.

Julie Harwell's problem: Getting past Karnack

Sanctuary and Sobek Mountain Shrine

The other camels at the Karnak Sanctuary and the

Sobek Mountain Shrine can't be reached until you

collect artifacts later in the game. To get the

Symbol of War in the Nile Gorge, run along the

platform opposite where you can see the Symbol,

and jump off the edge. Hold thejump button

down to float around the corner and you'll reach a

ledge leading to the Symbol.

Glenn Langridge's problem: Can't get past Amun
Mines in Exhumed

Fool. After destroying the creature in the Set Arena,

head for the Amun Mines and drop down the huge

shaft in the middle of the level. Now you have the

Shawl of Isis you can float down to reach the exit

to the next level. To be honest if you'd looked at the

brilliant Exhumed map we printed in issue #13 of

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, you would have instant-

ly have seen that the shawl is needed to progress.

We're going to have to do a decent back issues ad

for the next issue, obviously.

MrABagle's Problem: No good at Blam!

Machinehead

Here we go, I have compiled the complete list of

passcodes for this rather hard game, I hope you

find them useful. To answer the problem that you

had, you might have copied the passcode wrong,

therefore when it was re-entered it was invalid.

Still, I'm giving you the personal Phil Dawson guar-

antee that these tips will work, so if they don't feel

free to phone me up and give me the most ram-

pant abuse imaginable, {please do any way - Rich)

1.2Q58NMLDZCQ4HWGE
1.3TDM75UH8OTX068E

1.4VO1PPJCP6VH4UU

2.10F20F0HX8YOE95W

2.242W3TJGK-P5KSH7

2.3 VR4T2 6EZD5 SHCMM
2.41NBCXCXVI6PA3K1

2.5 ZFOXD Y5KXJ Q2NGZ

3.1 2XVSD AHO3J S2MF-

3.2 W0J8H 3Y8-D .7FRU

3.3 THYDH oMZDU 3CZFK

3.4 1SOJ3 130BP V2MW8
4.1YCTS6PUUKS28SD1

4.2O29LH UDUY421FSD

4.3 WS7Y6 HQPIW BOFGK

4.42RHK4RB9RUZ1IT2

ENDUP405C42R12MP3P
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This issue, as promised, we reveal full moves list for every secret character in Fighters MegaMix. Last issue

we kicked off this guide with full technique lists for the ace Rentahero and the unstoppable lira Bahn. This

month, we have more fighters! We've deliberately missed out Kids Akira and Kids Sarah since their moves are

the same as their adult counterparts - and you can get those moves on the Training Mode...



JANET
What could have been a simple novelty charactei

actually turns out to be one of the most complete

fighters in the secret line-

up. Janet shares a great

deal of her moves with

Aoi from VF 3, mak-

ing her a good charac-

ter to get some practise in

with! One thing that is lack-

;
is Aoi's chained mul- ~» i

tiple bone-breaking .X^- '

throws.... A cool char-

acter, Janet's bone-rending

techniques make her an

extremely popular fight-

er... just don't bother j^ ^^
being cheesy with the jffl W
Virtua Gun, pleasel
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Sonic Fighters

really

received a proper

arcade release outside of

Japan, with only

support in the United

States and hardly any-

thing at all happening

nthe UK. D'oh! Whilst Sonic

himself hasn't made it into

Fighters MegaMix, Bark (on

of AM2's own creations) has

s versatile as Bean, but pos-

sessed of a number of easy-to-master

combinations which are cool. We'll

have Bean's moves in the next issue of the mag
- lack of spac



PLAYERS GUIDE

Die Hard Trilogy3E!o

SK

At last we reach the end of our definitive Die Hard Trilogy Players Guide. Our

final part sees John McClane driving around in rush hour traffic trying to

displace bombs left by the infamous Simon Griiber. Simon says: "Load up Die

i ii Hard With A Vengeance and follow this guide!"

W
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;
levels within Vengeance, six of wh

nsisting of McClane

i and aquedm

HE*



LAYERS GUIDE
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BOMBS EVERYWHERE

^IH nn-n -A---
tm C

Chasing bombs cars is a good laugh. t'sJ chase ll(j. innit!.

a small bridge. If you 1

ong line of time shiel

area. Even though the

r will catch you up. Hit thi



PLAYERS GUID

LEVEL 4: THE SUBWAY (BONUS)

t stretch to get to the

LEVEL 5: CHINA TOWN

i point shields to be collect-

;nneni9-79on

I
the telephone box surr

|
Pick up the time shie

red sports car has been destroyed

ne on the radar to find a Ferrari.

LEVEL 7: FINANCIAL DISTRICT

bomb. Collect any time shields you

MiVfip lliP i
. As

I
destroy. Each

in
|
order to stop the<

I Bomb 8: A hotdog van is the next tai

no unit, une first is ; behind it and keep ramming, then on the large path

vise that you go for ; section head right and collect the time shields. Once

,e head left and get back to the chase,

t the proi

US mm
go for it and get those

jst now quickly get to a t

msmrn,then quickly spin round and give chase. V

collect the time shields while giving chasi

! found near the park ar

/it.
j Bomb 7: Quickly spin the.

lb is easy to reach, just keep an I the c

hit the trash can in the middle very short drive but you have

of the road to defuse the bomb. i reach it. mmm mmm



PLAYERS GUIDE

LEVEL 9: CHINA TOWN 2

: possible. When

o blast your way

nnn?/i«»5onn
LEVEL 13: QUAYSIDE

• y. An easy one here, just follow the pick-u

the docks as these lead to the bo

mmiw LEVEL 10: THE SUBWAY <B0NUS
> BRsn

ite, first take ;
Bomb 5: Follow the pick-ups to the train tr;

the left side to avoid the oncoming train. Then, on the ; hit the set of three launches to reach the b

id fork, take the right-hand path as this leads to ;
Bomb 6: Drive t

:tra life. Finally, drive down the right-hand side ; ups to a couple of I

„ain to find the bomb, using a turbo to reach it. ; the bomb is straight up aneaa.

LEVEL 11: HARLEM 2

I
Bomb Ii As you head for the bomb collect the

lack the j when have teached the road block caus

I
trucks, use a turbo to get through them.

I bus Is j I

lash i back on itself leaving

ection you must be heading.

you have c

ups and h

ers, look out for any pick

mes. That is it really.

hen heac for the bomb. fou should have plenty of

ime for tt

-nrM
,-\> i —

.
.

LEVEL 14: THE AOUADUCT (BONUS)

it you gonna have to use a turbo to reach it in time, j up any

; by driving on the BEiSi
I for the red sports car to go on

LEVEL 12: THE AOUADUCT (BONUS)

nnn?i9nenn
LEVLE 15: QUAYSIDE 2

iff1





: this area and jump into the water.

ice ii an invisible portal here that takes yi

o the Bright Crucible.

r there sharpish,

portal behind door five in the usual

the Guardian of Steel for the second
-'->

is almost identical to





open. Enter this

ridor, open the ^

Now go backtc ...

corridor. The first switch has opened a room here, so

go inside and activate the switch. Now go along the

'"' corridor which leads outside to the swamp. Go

here, and activa

again, and at the same time, it opens the door in the j dining room and activate the v

small building with the Castle Key - go get it and then
j
passage will be revealed - go a

return to the castle. Climb up the tower and open the j switch at the end. This lowers

.

I
flin

^.fliaiipjiaiift

Wf

PiTi Y.Y 'B ; down below ground level, lump
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COIXJHOPERATED
I While the future of Sega's arcade titles may lie with the power of Model 3, there's still life left in the Model 2 board

yet. SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE straps on its novelty safety pads and helmet and prepares to surf concrete!

I he recent AOU Amusement Expo, held

n Tokyo earlier this year, saw a num-
I ber of exciting arcade products being

unveiled for the first time. While

I many of these were merely upgrades

of existing titles (DarkStalkers j, Virtua Striker 2)

there were certainly plenty of innovative coin-ops on

show. With skiing and snowboarding games enjoy-

ing a wave of popularity at the moment it should

have come as no surprise then to learn that Sega's

AM3 division had been busy developing a similar

themed game. As the name suggests, Top Skater

attempts to simulate the adrenalin-charged feeling

of skateboarding complete with "deck", allowing

players to Ollie and Kick- Flip with the best of them.

Top Skater is powered by Sega's trusty Model 2

arcade board which provides incredible speed and

polygon handling, two criteria essential for accurately

portraying the (potential) breakneck nature of this

popular sport. In an effort to further enhance the

game's sense of realism, the six selectable characters

and two playable tracks have the been plastered with

promotional stickers and logos from such notable

skating companies as Airwalk and Vans.

The main aim of the game is simpli

enough: to be the coolest skateboarder

possible. All you have to do is to select

either the Beginner or Expert

course and then choose from o

of the six available players. Aft

racing around the

courses attempt-

ing as many tricks

as possible, play-

ers will soon get

the hang of the

game's user-

friendly controls

and smooth board response. As Top Skater ^
utilises a skateboard peripheral, the actual control

method certainly takes some getting used to. By

moving and dipping the board, players are able to

pull off all manner of cool stunts and tricks includ-

ing such classics as 50-50S, Ollies and Tail Grabs.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE
During the game you earn points by travelling around

the course and doing tricks. In addition, there are

also a variety of obstacles on the course as well

including metal drums, cones, railings and

low walls. Not only can you jump over them
to avoid collisions but by bouncing off the

top of the drums and sliding along the

top of railings you

can get extra points.

However, most

of your tricks are

done when you

jump off the ramps.

Depending on your

control of the skate-

board you can do different tricks, earn-

ing you different point scores depending

on their difficulty. In addition, as you get closer to the

edge of the ramp, the more trick points you get.

However, if you go too far, and go over the edge before

you do your trick, you'll crash (Trick-Miss).

As well as the ramps you can alsojump off the

banks and pipes to do tricks as well. Since there are no

opponents to race against, the aim of Top Skater is not

to finish the course in the fastest time possible but to

do as many cool tricks as you can and still finish with- >=

Select one of (he "happening" characters and get ready to "do

tricks" in Top Skater! Yes!

-ZZSMUIJL&mh
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Although there are only two courses to test your

skateboarding skills on, each track offers plenty

of variety and potential tricks. Novice players

will undoubtedly want to make it through the

tracks with the minimum of hassle while

experienced skaters will feel more confidant in

pulling off flashy tricks. By combining speed

and skill, even average players should be able to

rack up some impressive scores on either course.

As in leal life skateboarding, taking chances and

attempting over-ambitious stunts are

ly to earn you high<

#1 Skater's Session
(Beginner Couzse)
This competition is held four times a year

(each season) and is open to all levels of skill

from from amateur to professional. This long

course is on a West Coast beach, and the track

clocks in at a massive 3.506 metres. The event

is held over three days with those qualifying

in a day's event proceeding to the next day.

#2 Stunt Tzackez's Tzophy
(Expezt Couzse)
This competition is held only once a year. Only

the number one skaters from around the world

participate on this course which takes place at

night in the city area. Although the track is only

2,990 metres long it is still

ering it's difficulty rating. Held over two day

this course is for those only really to be

attempted by those who have mastered the

Skater's Session competition.

CHARACTER PROFILES

NICKNAME

NAME

SPONSOR

Ken-tatethe

kind of guy who stands out from

the crowd ami he really wants

all the young girls to lavish their

attentions on him. He hopes

that by winning the competition

he can become the "King of

S kilters " and thus became even

Ken-la NICKNAME

Kenta Kuhara NAME

AIR WALK SPONSOR

Jill NICKNAME

Jill Hynde NAME

Female SEX

20 AGE

REEF SPONSOR

Keith NICKNAME

Keith Frehly NAME

Male SEX

2! AGE

A.D.0HE SPONSOR

J NICKNAME Cookie NICKNAME

Jake Smith NAME Dorothy Sambora NAME Athlann McKinley

Male SEX Female SEX Male

ETNIES SPONSOR 'ES SPONSOR VANS

BACKGROUND: Jill ,s« cool and

sexy lady who loves speed and

thrills. At the moment she really

wants to buy a new car and some

custom parts so that she can tune

it up. Although she's not particular-

ly interested in being the number

one skater she's participating in the

competition for the prize money!

BACKGROUND: Keith is a laid-

back and cool nice guy with an

unimaginative nickname. The only

things that are important to him

are puRk rock and skateboard-

ing. He's heard that "Pennywhw"

are gnhig to participate in the

competition and he secretly

wants their autograph.

BACKGROUND: Jake is a bit of a

tough guy who can't help pulling a

smile. He believes that he is God's

gift to skateboarding tricks and as

such he's a real power-skater! His

purpose for entering the competi-

tion is to win some medals to show

just how good his tricks are. Well

here's where we find out.

BACKGROUND: Cookie is a very

charming skater who's madly in

love with her older brother's

friend (who's a skateboard pro

no less!). She's going to com-

pete in the competition so that

she can grab his attention and

try to be praised by him for her

skateboarding skills.

BACKGROUND: Ash is an

independent minded, free

spirited teenager. He believes

that he is the number one

skateboarder so he's entering

the competition just to prove

it. The thing is, with his skills,

talents Y tricks, he could

well be right...
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Top Skater is truly one of the best arcade games we've had the

pleasure of playing in quite a while. To begin with you might

lk that it Isn't so cool, but when you see a master in action

at the controls you won't believe how deep and indeed how bril-

liant this game is to play!

RADICAL TUNES

Providing the game's thumping soundtrack are US

rockers Pennywise. The group started up as a punk

Religion" on an Indie Label had a major following

with surfers at that time. After that, they signed up

with Epitaph and released their Debut Album
"Pennywise" in '91, their second album "Unknown

Road" in 'g3, and "About Time" in '95. Their latest

j^C~"5K

*9r>^
have now gained a large following amongst the

boarding communities. Top Skater contains tunes

from all their albums and one original track!
© Phoio by:Craig Cameron Olson 1 Epitaph Records.

Nose grab eh? A trick inspired by the antics of Rentaghost?

SATURN SKATERS?
While there's certainly every possibility that Top

Skater may appear on the Saturn some time in the

future, Sega are obviously remaining tight-lipped

regarding any possible home conversion. One of the

main stumbling block would undoubtedly be how
to overcome the game's unique control method?

Fortunately, the Saturn's analogue pad should be

more than capable of handling the required

smooth motion of the coin-op's skateboard periph-

eral and, as Manx TT showed,

the accuracy of this joypad

would be essential for

attempting the game's

many stunts and tricks.

For more on what could

be the coolest arcade

sports game of the year,

make sure you check out

next month's Coin-

Operateri as SEGA SATURN
MAGAZINE will be bring-

ing you an exclusive

interview with Top

Skater's creators, the

supremely talented AM3I

ARTWORK ;;, SEGA 1997



OUTHOW
CRYPT KILLER
ffMUIREMJMM

The Virtua Gun gains yet another com-

patible title with the release of this con-

version of Konami's sprite-based target

shooter. Crypt Killer was only a minimal

success in the arcades and that was

down to the novelty gun on the cabinet

a great pump action shotgun! The

actual game itself is noisy and cheesy

and certainly doesn't stand up to the

likes of Virtua Cop 2... so you can

imagine how it fares in the form of a

home videogame.

Crypt Killer retains the noisiness

and cheesiness of the arcade original

but also looks excessively ugly on a

home screen... and without the shotgun

any fun you might have with the game
instantly disappears. And unlike say

Virtua Cop 2, there is little to bring you

back to the game once it is completed

(which isn't exactly hard).

indeed, the only amusement we
gleaned from this game was its name in

Japan, the sinister-sounding "Henry

Explorers".

Crypt Killer provided minimal

laughs in the arcades when you

stumped up 50p for the privilege of

playing it. At this price it's outrageously

bad "value".

NBA LIVE '97
BY EA £44.99 67%

Another EA Sports title, another clear

(perhaps blatant) PlayStation port.

When EA is good, it's really good - wit-

ness Soviet Strike which is superior to

the PS game - but when EA's bad, they

produce some really average games.

BOMBERMAN
BY HLDSONSOFT E44.99 90%

Bomberman fiist materialised on NEC's

classic PC Engine console in 1990 and has

since progressed to just about every con-

sole going from NES through to

Megadrive... and beyond! Now Bomberman
arrives on Sega Saturn and the same simple formula remains as fresh and

addictive as ever. The object of this game is very simple: plant bombs and

hope that enemy sprites (or other human-controlled Bombermen) plunder

into the explosions leaving you victorious. The scenery is used to guard

yourself from the various bomb blasts and is also blown away to reveal

power-up icons. The (really) good news regarding Bomberman is the sheer

excellence of the multi-player

options. Using two multi-taps it is

possible to have a simultaneous ten-

player game, and Bomberman
makes great use of the Saturn's

high-resolution graphics to make all

of this possible. Look, the bottom

line is it's Bomberman and it's ace -

a game that has never been copied

and never been surpassed in terms

of spectacular multi-player action!
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And NBA Live '97 is such a case.

On the plus side, EA have outdone

themselves with the presentation (as

usual) including a really helpful menu

you can pull up to explain the myriad

options at will. It also makes excellent

use of the NBA license, so everything is

present and correct when it comes to

that side of things.

But for me, the real crux of the

matter has to be gameplay and in this

regard, NBA Live just doesn't do it for

me. The 3D graphics might look quite

realistic, but the jerkiness of the update

makes keeping up with the ball near

impossible. 8ang goes the payability.

And with that, the interest in this par-

ticular product.

EA Sports reached yet another high

with the recent John Madden 97 but

some bucking up of ideas is required

here 1 fancy...

SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2
BY CAPCOM ETBA 86%

It's always a joy to review a Capcom

game. The Japanese company goes

from strength to strength, cornering the

market when it comes to 2D brilliance

(and maybe the 3D market too when

Resident Evil finality appears). Perhaps

when it comes to their Saturn wares,

Capcom have limited themselves to

their arcade games a bit too much, but

they've shown a bit of diversity by

releasing this cool puzzler.

The gameplay is very Columns-

—-..---

esque with a healthy dose of Baku Baku

Animal added in for good measure, but

Capcom have quite cunningly added in

characters from their award-winning

fighting game franchises. So yes, for

some reason, Ryu, Gouki, Felicia and

company have traded in their physical

confrontations for more cerebral bat-

tling. Yeah, right.

What this does mean is that when

you perform a really cool chain, the

super-deformed Japanese manga

characters produce moves from

their respective games, it's a nice effect

and some of the graphics are ace.

All in all, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE

was very impressed with this excellent

title. Certainly not a mainstream

release, but very good to see it getting

an official release.

RETURN FIRE
BY GI E44.99 80%

Here we are in one of those "greatest

games of all-time" scenarios, as yet

another brilliant game of yore comes to

the Saturn. This time it's the 3DO's

finest hour: Return Fire. This is one of

the best two-player experiences money

can buy. Or at least it was on the

PlayStation and indeed 3DO. The basic

aim is simply to infiltrate the enemy's

camp, steal their flag and then get it

back to your base. It sounds simple, but

Return Fire's use of four different

vehicles (each used to perform different

tasks) made the game deep involving

and frankly brilliant.

Unfortunately what we have here

is clearly a PlayStation/3DO port with

very little effort put into it to keep the

speed of the Saturn version up. NMS's

excellent Mass Destruction showed that

the Saturn can handle superior visuals

to this at 60 frames per second, but

Return Fire is an absolute jerkathon in

comparison - especially in the all-impor-

tant two-player mode.

Don't get us wrong, Return Fire is

still good fun (and the one-player mode

isn't too jerky), thus the score, but you

can't help but detect yet another

missed opportunity.

SWAGMAN
BY CORE £44.99m
Core Design return to the Saturn with

another original game. Swagman is

going to be one of those titles you

either love or hate. Core have forgone

what has given the Saturn the success

it has enjoyed (awesome 3D graphics)

and returned to the roots of gaming

with this 2D overhead adventure title.

In many ways, Swagman is highly rem-

iniscent of Zelda and Zombies on the

Super NES, albeit with some nods to
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the power of 32-bit technology and

there's certainly plenty of game in

there for you including some two char-

acter team-up situations later on.

Perhaps the only thing against

Swagman is the fact that the theme of

the game isn't quite as strong as the

16-bit titles mentioned earlier. Core

have strived to come up with a great

storyline behind the game but perhaps

it's just a bit too convoluted and down-

right weird to capture the imagination

of the average gamer - a shame

because this is a cool game.

i< j -. j (ft
4 *

Virgin's steady stream of Saturn produi

continues with this follow-up to

PlayStation Agile Warrior. This time

instead of piloting some stealthy kind of

aeroplane, you're at the controls of a

high-tech helicopter armed to the teeth

with all manner of missiles, cannons

and what-have-you.

For this game developers BlackOps

have tried to merge the fun of the shoot

'em up with the sophistication and fas-

cination of the flight simulation and in

many ways they have succeeded. There

are also healthy slices of Soviet Strike

style mission structures too. which can't

be bad.

Perhaps the game is a bit one-note

graphically, but gameplay wise Virgin

have done well in taking the

ThunderHawk 2 idea a step further with

this creditable release. Invesigate fur-

ther, methink5...

FIFA '97

flYEAEW.9976%

We know for a fact that a lot of you

have been waiting foi this one... and

after all, why not? On the Megadnve,

FIFA was an awesome game. Of con rse,

the game hasn't fared so well in the

transistion from 16 to 31-bit. Other

companies have muscled in on the EA
Sports turf and quite frankly they've

done a betlei job with the technology

on offei. Ifs deai that this is exactly

what has happened with FIFA '97.

It's playable enough and the full

3Dness of it all is pretty impressive, but unfortunately BA have reckoned without

the might of "other" developers - in this case, Sega themselves, with the brilliant

Worldwide Soccer '97. Although FIFA delivers in true EA Sports style with its

authenticity and its myriad options, where it counts - in the gameplay depart-

ment - FIFA just doesn't stand a chance

Xi;:t
:
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against the superior Sega effort. FIFA

isn't at all bad as a PlayStation port,

but the fact is that it doesn't use the

Saturn's technology to any great

degree and isn't exactly super-

playable... the two highly important

qualities that made Worldwide such

an outstanding success. Yes the license

and pedigree are tempting, but this is a

lacking game...

ALSO OUT HOW GUNGRIFFON
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HARDCORE 4X4

£44.99

£39.99

£44.99

88%
60%
76%

SEGA AGES

SEGA RALLY

SHELLSHOCK

£39.99

£49.99

£44.99

91%
97%
73%

ACTUA GOLF £44.99 90° HEBEREKE'S P0P0IT0 £39.99 68% SHIN0BI-X £39.99 69%
ALIEN TRILOGY £44.99 85% HIGHWAY 2000 £39.99 60% SHOCK WAVE ASSAULT £39.99 55%
ALONE IN THE DARK 2: JACK'S BACK £39.99 52% THE HORDE £39.99 88% SIM CITY 2000 £39.99 58%
AREA 51 £39.99 72% IMPACT RACING £39.99 B5% SLAM 'N JAM £39.99 69%
ATHLETE KINGS £44.99 90% INCREDIBLE HULK £44.99 15% SONIC 3D BLAST £44.99 82%
BAKU BAKU ANIMAL £29.09 93% IR0NMAN X-0 MANOWAR £44.99 41% SPACE HULK £39.99 90%
BATMAN FOREVER £39.99 63% JEWELS OF THE ORACLE £39.99 60% STARFIGHTER 2000 £39.99 72%
BLAM! MACHIHEHEAD £44.99 84% £44.99 92% STREET FIGHTER ALPHA £44.99 93%
BLAST CHAMBER £44.99 63% JOHNNY BA200KAT0XE £44.99 38% STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 2 £44.99 95%
BLAZING DRAGONS £39.99 23% JVC VICTORY BOXING £44.99 80% STREET FIGHTER THE MOVIE £44.99 43%
BIG HURT BASEBALL £44.99 58% KRAZY IVAN £39.99 75% STREET RACER £44.99 B2%

BREAKPOINT £44.99 78%
LOADED £44.99 84% STRIKER '96 £44.99 75%

BUBBLE BOBBLE PACK £29 99 92%
MAGIC CARPET £44.99 8B% TEMPEST 2000 £24.99 60%

BUG!

BUG TOO!

£49.99

£44.99

£39.99

£39.99

79%
85%
56%
84%

MANSION OF HIDDEN SOULS £39.99 58% THEME PARK £44.99 85%
MANX TT SUPERBIKE £44.99 91% THREE DIRTY DWARVES £39.99 65%

CHAOS CONTROL

CLOCKWORK KNIGHT

MASS DESTRUCTION £44.99 87% TIME WARNER'S VIRTUA RACING £44.99 59%
MEGAMAN X3

MIGHTY HITS

£44.99

£29.99

66%
67%

TITAN WARS
TOMB RAIDER

£39.99

£44.99

53%
94%

CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 2 £39.99 83%
MYSTARIA £39.99 79% TOSHINDEN REMIX £44.99 66%

COMMAND AND CONQUER £49.99 94% MYST £44.99 71% TOSHINDEN URA £44.99 60%
CRIME WAVE £39.99 73% NBA JAM EXTREME £44.99 70% TRUE PINBALL £39.99 71%
CYBERIA £39.99 77% NBA JAM TE £39.99 83% TUNNEL B1 £44.99 85%
CYBER SPEEDWAY £39.99 66% THE NEED FOR SPEED £39.99 75% ULTIMATE MORTAL K0MBAT 3 £44.99 91%
DARIUS GAIDEN £29.99 79% NFL QUARTERBACK £44.99 78% VALORA VALLEY GOLF £39.99 74%
DARK SAVIOUR £49,99 92% NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 97 £44.99 65% VIRTUA FIGHTER KIDS £39.99 91%
D1YT0NA CCE £49.99 90% NHL HOCKEY £44.99 76% VICTORY GOAL £39.99 57%
DAYTONA USA £49.99 92% NHL HOCKEY 97 £44.99 84% VIRTUA COP £44.99 94%
DEFCON 5 £44.99 67% NIGHTS £59.99 96% VIRTUA COP 2 £44.99 95%
DESTRUCTION DERBY £39.99 68% NIGHT WARRIORS:DAHKSTALKERS REVENGE £44.99 93% VIRTUA FIGHTER £49.99 91%
DIGITAL PINBALL £39.99 59% NORSE BY HORSEWEST £44.99 89% VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 £49.99 98%
DISCWORLD £39.99 72% OLYMPIC SOCCER £39.99 84% VIRTUA FIGHTER REMIX £29.99 91%
DOOM £44.99 56% OPERATION BLACKFIRE £39.99 75% VIRTUA OPEN TENNIS £39.99 68%
EXHUMED £44.99 94% PANZER DRAGOON £49.99 86% VIRTUAL ON 49.99 94%
EURO '96 £44.99 80% £49.99 93% WING ARMS £39.99 68%
FIFA '96 £39.99 79% PEBBLE BEACH GOLF £39.99 77% WIPEOUT £39.99 86%
FIGHTING VIPERS £49.99 94% PGA TOUR GOLF 97 £44.99 68% WORLD CUP GOLF £49.99 8B%
FIRESTORM £44.99 84% PRO PINBALL: THE WEB £49.99 70% WORLD SERIES BASEBALL £39.99 81%
GALACTIC ATTACK £39.99 72% RAYMAN £44.99 59% WORL0W10E SOCCER '97 £4.1.99 94%
GEX £39.99 71% REVOLUTION X £39.99 40% WORMS £49.99 83%
GOLDEN AXE: THE DUEL £39.99 75% ROBDTICA £39.99 55% WWF WRESTLEMANIA £39.99 80%
GUARDIAN HEROES £44.99 93% SEA BASS FISHING £39.99 80% X-MEN: CHILDREN OF THE ATOM £49.99 92%
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DRAGON FORCE
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Dragon Farce successfully marries the plot-

llnes that make role- playing adventures so

cool, but mostly centres around command-

ing your troops, moving them around the

map and coating them Into battling the

farces of evil. In its strategy element, it's

more like a traditional wargame as opposed

to a Command and Conquer style game.

Japan. A console's fate is more often than not

judged on the strength of such games over there, which is doubtless

why the Saturn is booming. Just check out Sega's awesome line-up

with the ground-breaking Grandia not far from completion, Shining the

Holy Ark on its way and now the mighty Dragon Force. It would appear that

things are looking rosy indeed for RPG fans.

Dragon Force is the latest RPG to emerge from Sega and it's going to be mas-

sive. The game is set in the tranquil world of Legendra which has fallen prey to the

evil terror of the demon Madruk. The once peaceful land has reduced to a place of

honor and treachery, with the only hope of redemption resting firmly on your

-rf shoulders. As one of eight powerful warlords, your task is to gather together

r. .ifi your fellow warlords into a united army to defeat once and for all the

evil Madruk. Cue the opportunity for some huge battle scenes via the

Command and Conquer-style point and click system. The battle scenes

with the camera swooping about as up to 200 soldiers

engage in battle at once with you in complete control of the

ensuing action. If you don't like the way the battle is

going you can charge your tactics at a moments notice.

Whether you decide to send in more archers, recall the infantry

send in the magicians to cast a few spells, the choice is yours.

Win and you'll become ruler of the land of Legendra, lose and the

evil Madruk will decimate the land.

Here at SSM we've just taken delivery of the American version

of the Dragon Force, which means that the massive amount of

translation and so forth has already been done. Whether Sega

license this version from the US based Working Designs (who did

the translation) remains to be seen, but having a game like

ragon Force arriving for us Saturn owners can only be good news.

Expect an update soon...

mmSi*^*-- --"

Role- playing game? Well kind of. In actual

fact, Dragon Force is more of a strategy style

s very nice indeed.

Dear Newsagent

,

I own a Saturn. There I've said it That being the case, there is

only one monthly magazine forme and that's SEGA SATURN

MAGAZINE! You hearme? SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE! Put it aside

continually on a monthly basis and I shall be most grateful.

NAME

ADDRESS

NEXT MONTH...
At the moment plans for the next issue of SEGA SATU

MAGAZINE are only in their formulative stages. You can

expect us to chase up the hottest Saturn stories: Qu

Duke Nukem 3D, Resident Evil and Last Bronx... andm
might find something out about Sega Touring Car on I

.

Additionally, we have a cool AM3 interview lined up with

firm discussing their latest arcade game, Top Skater.,

and maybe a cover-mounted CD too. No promises, mind

-
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CHOICE! QUALITY! SERVICE!
THESE HAVE MADE US ONE OF THE LARGEST

SUPPLIERS OF COMPUTER GAMES IN THE COUNTRY!!

0113 234 0444
SALES HOTLINES
0113 234 0999
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
0113 234 0666
CUSTOMER SERVICES

OUT OF THIS WORLD
SATURN PACKS AT DOWN TO
rm 1 EARTH PRICES!!!

W-'<! &* £> PRICES INCLUDE fMi MtXT DAY DELIVERY 70 MOST -s>
AREAS IN THE UK isiwtct to stood *no* «« "Mr" «SH

Saturn with no game £
iega Saturn & Daytona USA £
(EGA Saturn & Thunderhawk 2 £
»ega Saturn & Tomb Raider £
[ega Saturn & Alien Trilogy or DOOM £ - -

(EGA Saturn & Sega Rally or Worldwide Soccer '97 or Euro '96 SliS-zz
(ega Saturn & Die Hard Trilogy & Predator Gun £

COMING SOON ON THE SATURN

I BUY AN RF Lit

J BUY A TERMINATOR PAD AT THE SAME TIME AS A SATURN FOR JUSTE 7.99
BUY AN SMB MEMORY CARD AT THE SAME TIME ASA SATURN.FOR JUST £21.99
BUY A DUST COVER AT THE SAME TIME AS A SATURN

FOR JUST £13.99

FOR JUSTE 4.99

mm
JOT?"

£3299

ai.n

all" - '
' K on. .Of

s^"..-.

'""' -' •' ite-iss £U.99

:.:: "jjji

. . £35.99

Euio 96
Eji-u»k. ._

*>H»n

m . .. .£35'9S

£24^9!

NiE3 'HI S'EEO .

NFIMadoei. 97 ....
MFL QmiEIIACi Cull 97

Niohi Winnow h» i-nnit

'AftfH DlAOOON
Fimi Buck Goi<
FGATouiGoif '('

£24 99
. £24.99

fji'99
£29 99

ftviwi £36 99
, K99. ;;.99
CI 9 99

;.v c 99

rt>MB RAJOER

Jit

«

/m 6-1Hh

ts£\l£ .£33 99

Sua W«u«bi So«i w. ||

Si* Cm 2000
StHITON W«>IOIi . .

loncm.
SmciHulu

£31 f
S35.99
£33.99

iPtr Gots •o Ho..™aoo t;B 9(

tSSt . ..

E3J99
t;S9!

Tom Ia.dii CU.m

irfr*;Ur<
Yiitua Cop 1 t Gun
[inn* Co» 1

'ihtiih Cof 2 * Si'ci

'iiiu^Coi-I + Pno
ightGun ES3.99

Ifoiro CU» GOLi P»o EomoN .„„.'.'.„'.'.£ 24 .99
£32 99

DUKt Nukim 3D Mohstb Trick

ACCESSORIES
Official Saturn Pad

WE DO NOT CHARGE TOUR CREDIT CARD UNTO. TOUR ORDER IS DESPATCHED, SO YOU CAN RESERVE YOUR NEW RELEASES TODAY/



W ENQUIRIES: CALL 0500 011 806

Stick this up. Take cover and prepare to wet yourself.

WET IYOURSELF
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Our goal is to preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by, before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people involved in acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out,

in whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping in the distribution,

visit us at www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving magazines

which are at least 5 years out of print.

We have no desire, nor intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people trying

to sell these releases,

PO NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOU


